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Euro Asian Blades, the Diamond Tool Store, was founded in 1994 and is a top distributor 
of stone fabrication tools, �oor restoration products, construction tools, saws, machines, 
lifting and handling equipment, concrete tools/equipment, glass and tile tools, chemicals, 
CNC tools, and more.

Where We Are 
The Diamond Tool Store’s main location is in West Palm Beach, Florida. 
We have representatives, vendors, and shipping departments, located throughout the 
country to serve the entire United States market. In addition, we are known internationally 
as we have set up hubs throughout the most convenient locations throughout the 
United States to get to your desired location, worldwide. We have strategically set up 
the proper shipping protocols to help get our diamond tools to our customers as fast as 
possible. We work locally with customers in Florida, nationally with customers throughout 
the country, and even internationally for all customers outside of the United States.

How We Started 
Euro Asian Blades, the Diamond Tool Store, started over two decades ago by Scott Choe. 
Scott Choe with his family, immigrated to the United States from South Korea in pursuit 
of the American Dream. He has lived that dream by proudly serving the stone industry f
or decades. Scott Choe is known as a pioneer of the diamond tool instrustry and is one 
of the �rst people to introduce diamond polishing pads to the U.S. market. 
We pride ourselves as a family business and will continue to be pursuant for many years 
to come.

What Makes Us Di�erent 
There are a couple key factors that make the Diamond Tool Store a great company and 
what sets us apart from the rest. First, we are family owned and operated. Being family 
owned and heavily involved with the business, we personally care about our employees, 
customers, and helping out other family businesses. Secondly, we not only carry almost 
every top brand including Aardwolf, Abaco Machines, Bartell Global, Alpha Tools, 
Diamond Products, Norton Abrasives, RTC Products,  MK Diamond, Groves, Jescraft, Weha, 
K Bond, Omni Cubed, HTC Floor System, Laticrete International, Miracle Sealants, Flex Tools, 
Multiquip, Makita, Rye-Corp, Tenax, and more. We not only carry top brands in the stone 
fabrication industry, but we continuously import and develop several products. 
Having an owner that is from South Korea is a distinct advantage, because most of the 
industry quality products are manufactured in South Korea. Lastly, one of the biggest 
things that make us di�erent is customer service and knowledge. Some of sales reps 
have been with us over 10 years and they know industry very well. We try and treat 
customers no matter the size as if we were part of their business.

Our Promise and Mission Statement 
Our promise and mission to you and every customer is to o�er the best service with our 
knowledge, customer care, and willingness to go above and beyond. 
We will ship and deliver our products anywhere in the USA. 
If you see a lower price than us online let us know we will try to match or even beat it.

Future Business 
Diamond Tool Store has expanded their product line from diamond tools such as diamond 
polishing pads, diamond blades, diamond core bits, and diamond router bits.  
Today catalog has thousands of products and attributes for several types of industries.  
We promise to continue evolving as our industries keep changing.

About us
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AARDWOLF
Aardwolf Material Handling Solutions manufactures top of 
the line lifting and handling equipment for stone, glass, 
concrete, pavers, brick, metal, monuments, and tomb-
stones.

MODEL

GRIP RANGE
WORKING LOAD LIMIT

NET WEIGHT
GORSS WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

ABL-255/2000 ABL-255/3000 ABL-320/5000

3.9” - 10” 3.9” - 10” 3.9” - 12.6”
4410 LBS 6614 LBS 11023 LBS
213 LBS 306.4 LBS 1001 LBS
213 LBS 330.7 LBS 1136 LBS

29.5 x 20.5 x 26 35 x 38.3 x 30.3 51.2 x 39.4 x 36.6

·Auto Locks and unlocks
·Vulcanized rubber pads
·Protective rubber lined bar prevents chipping of material

The Aardwolf Barrier Lifter is the solution for lifting and moving large and heavy 
barrier walls, sandstone blocks and concrete blocks in a safe, easy and e�cient manner. 
The material contact surface is protected by the clamp rubber covering. 
The clamp is gravity controlled, which opens when rested and closes when lifted. 

SCISSOR
LIFTER

Model SCC02

MODEL

GRIP RANGE

GRIP RANGE

WORKING LOAD LIMIT

WORKING LOAD LIMIT

NET WEIGHT

NET WEIGHT

ASL-105 ASL-125 ASL-200 ASL-300 ASL-450

0” - 4.1”

52.9 LBS

1653 LBS 1653 LBS

0” - 5”

65 LBS

2205 LBS

2” - 7.9”

103.6 LBS

3307 LBS

6” - 12”

104 LBS

4410 LBS

12” - 18”

187 LBS

·Auto Locks and unlocks
·Vulcanized rubber pads
·Protective rubber-lined bar prevents the material from chipping

The Aardwolf Scissor Clamp Lifter is equipped with a rubber contact pad for the safe 
handling of materials. By means of a gravity controlled locking latch, the clamp 
automatically grips and releases the materials. Suitable for lifting marble and granite 
slabs, tomb stones, concrete barriers, curbs (kerbs) and median walls. 

BARRIER 
LIFTER

0 - 2'' 2''

331

5

Stone
Panel 
Carriers 

The Stone Panel Carrier with Cable works by clamping onto the edge of panels, creating 
a sturdy temporary handle for the workers who are carrying them. It allows tradespeo-
ple to lift and move panels with a straight back, thereby avoiding back injuries. 

Features:

• Finger trigger jaw opening and load release mechanism
• Constructed of sturdy lightweight aluminium
• Jaws are continuously self-adjusting  
• High-friction vulcanised rubber gripping pads mounted on both plates protect the 
surfaces of  the materials from being damaged or marred 
• Moulded rubber hand grips
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SLAB
LIFTER

MODEL

GRIP RANGE
WORKING LOAD LIMIT

NET WEIGHT
DIMENSION

AL30 AL50 AL60 AL75

0” - 1.16”
36 LBS

2646 LBS 2646 LBS

0.4” - 2”

42.7 LBS
2646 LBS

0.6” - 2.4”

56 LBS
2646 LBS

15 x 7.9 x 9 15 x 7.9  x 9.1 16.5 x 8.7 x 9.8 16.5 x 8.7 x 9.8

1.2” - 3”

56.9 LBS

·Compact Size
·Versatile: Ideal for construction work
·Safety: Requires only a small movement of the slab to engage and grip the slab
·Secure: Grips marble and granite slabs �rmly.

The patented Aardwolf Slab Lifter is an accessory for lifting and moving slab-form loads. 
The Aardwolf Slab Lifter incorporates a spring-loaded latch that automatically releases the 
lifter from the slab once the slab has been fully lowered to the ground. This make the 
process of lifting and lowering of slabs a one man operation.

HORIZONTAL
LIFTER

MODEL

GRIP RANGE

WORKING LOAD LIMIT

NET WEIGHT

AHLC-730 AHLC-1050 AHLC-1370 AHLC-2010 AHLC-2010-4T

5.9” -28.7”

242.5 LBS

3307 LBS 3307 LBS

5.9” - 41.3”

253.5 LBS

3307 LBS

5.9” - 54”

264.5LBS

3307 LBS

5.9” - 79”

286.6 LBS

8818 LBS

5.9” - 79”

487 LBS

·Adjustable opening width
·A large gripping range, making it suitable for a wide range of applications
·Long lasting, high friction replaceable polyurethane gripping pads
·Lifting eye for attaching to crane hook
·Auto locks and unlocks the load

For the horizontal lifting of concrete and natural stone.  
The Horizontal Stone Lifting Clamp incorporates a latch that automatically releases the 
lifter from the load once the load has been fully lowered to the ground.

WORKING LOAD LIMIT(LBS)
PAD NUMBER

420 x 220 mm
520 x 320 mm

NET WEIGHT

MODEL AVLP1 AVLP2 AVLP3 AVLP4

V: 36 / H: 507
V: 529 / H:551 V: 1058 / H: 1102

V: 507 / H: 1014
V: 1312 / H: 1587
V: 761 / H 1512

V: 2116 / H: 2205

82.6 LBS 145.5 LBS 158.7 LBS 231 LBS
DIMENSION 37 x 15 x 38.6 59 x 16 x 38 58.3x 15.3 x 37.8 59 x 16 x 38

V:1014 / H: 1102

1 2 3 4

·Pneumatic vertical-horizontal tilting from 0 to 90°
·Stainless steel vacuum tank ensuring safe pickup in the event of a sudden power 
     break to the vacuum pump
·Acoustic and visual alarm system powered by a rechargeable 3.7v battery
·Slider valve with ON/OFF position for the attachment of material to vacuum pads 
     and release of material from vacuum pads

VACUUM
LIFTER

www.diamondtoolstore.com
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FORKLIFT
BOOM

FB1-2720

FB2-3580

FB3-5380

FB4-4800

FB2LP-3600

FB3LP-5420

MODEL

MANUAL TELESCOPE
INCREMENT

FORK POCKET
WORKING LOAD LIMIT

DIMENSIONS

FB1-2720 FB3-5380FB2-3580 FB4-4800 FB2LP-3600 FB3LP-5420

63.4”-107.3” 83” - 141” 86.5” -212”

22” 19.4” 0.6” - 7.9”

13.3” 14.8” 14.8”

3307 LBS 3307 LBS 5291 LBS

68.9 x 24.4 x 15 35 x 38.3 x 30.3 92.5 x 24.8 x 18

87” - 213”

0.6” - 7.9”

14.8”

5291 LBS

101 x 25 x 10.6

110” - 189”

39.4”

20.5”

6614 LBS

117 x 32 x 18

83.5” - 141.9”

19.4”

14.8”

5291 LBS

89.8 x 25 x 9

Aardwolf forklift booms are made from high-grade Australian rectangular 
tube steel, AS1163-450 LO, which ensures strength, reliability and safety. The 
Aardwolf forklift booms compliment the patented range of Aardwolf lifting 
clamps. The Forklift Boom is a telescoping two-section rectangular tube steel 
boom. It o�ers versatility with maximum visibility for the driver.

SLAB RACK

·3 meters long steel rails with square 
    steel tube posts
·Vertical storage of slab bundles
·Post available heights
     : 800mm, 1200mm, 1400mm, 1600mm

BUNDLE RACK

·3 meters / 5 meter long galvanized steel
     rails with rectangular steel tubular posts
·Vertical storage of slab bundles

MODEL
GALVANIZED STEEL RAIL

RACK HEIGHT
HOLE

INCREMENT
TUBE POST

THICKNESS OF ALL POSTS
RUBBER POST CAPS

TIMBER BATTENS PER RAIL
WEIGHT

DIMENSION

ASR01
117.3 x 5.7 x 4.9

4.9
2

2.2
2

0.15 or 0.2
2.4

1.6 x 1
111.8 LBS

117.3 x 5.7 x 4.9

ABR01
115.2 x 6 x 5.7

5.7
4 x2
4.3

4.3 x 2.4
0.2

3.9 x 2
1.6 x 1

138.9 LBS
115.2 x 6.1 x 5

ABR02
221 x 6 x 5.7

5.7
4 x 2
4.3

4.3 x 2.4
0.2

3.9 x2
1.6 x 1

269 LBS
220.5 x 5.9 x 5.7

MONUMENT CLAMP

·Lifting and setting concrete, stone, and 
     marble building fascia
·Grip securely with vulcanized rubber
·Slim pro�le allows to set material in tight 
     places

MODEL
GALVANIZED STEEL RAIL

RACK HEIGHT
SQUARE HOLE

INCREMENT
SQUARE TUBE POST

THICKNESS OF ALL POSTS
SQUARE RUBBER POST

TIMBER BATTENS PER RAIL
WEIGHT

DIMENSION

ASR01
117.3 x 5.7 x 4.9

4.9
2

2.2
2

0.15 or 0.2
2.4

1.6 x 1
111.8 LBS

117.3 x 5.7 x 4.95



ABACO
MACHINE

Abaco Machines USA specialize in manufacturing and 
supplying lifting, storing, transporting and cutting equip-
ment for the stone, glass, and forklift industries.

SLAB
 LIFTER

The powerful range of Abaco Little Giant Lifter is very 
dependable for lifting and moving loads slab form. Abaco 
Little Giant Lifter Integrates a spring-loaded latch releases 
the slab is moving there once fully lowered to the ground. It 
comes in many di�erent sizes and available with high quality 
natural or white or black Rubbers.

MODEL

GRIP RANGE
W.L.L

NET WEIGHT
LENGTH

WIDTH
HEIGHT

ALG30 ALG40 ALG50 ALG60 ALG75

0.39” - 1.18”
2200 LBS

34 LBS

0.39” - 1.57”
2860 LBS

49 LBS

0.59” - 1.97”
2860 LBS
49.5 LBS

0.79” - 2.36”
3300 LBS

60 LBS

1.18” - 2.95”
3300 LBS
60.5 LBS

7.87” 8.31” 8.31” 8.5” 8.5”
5.67” 6.81” 7.2” 7.95” 8.62”
12.8” 14.57” 14.57” 15.87” 15.87”

VACUUM
GLASS
LIFTER

AVL Abaco Vacuum Glass Lifter is designed for lifting, 
moving, tilting, and installing large sheets of glass. The glass 
suction lifter uses air technology and vacuum suction cups 
to lift glass.  Designed to protect the glass from breaking or 
cracking while e�ectively moving it.  Can be used with as a 
forklift attachment or with a crane system.

MODEL

PAD
PAD DIAMETER

W.L.L
MIN. GLASS DIMENSION

ROTATED ANGLE

INCLINED ANGLE

AVL480 AVL500

6 PCS
9.84”

1056 LBS

4 PCS
11.81”

1100 LBS
70.87 x 39.37 33.46 x 35.43

Left: 90 °
Right: 90 °

Left: 90 °
Right: 90 °

90 ° 90 °

FABRICATION
TABLE

Abaco Fabrication Table tilts from being �at to various 
degrees for user to work more comfortably. It can handle 
slabs with thickness up to 1.5" easily. Its height can be 
adjusted from 29"(736 mm) to 39.4"(1000 mm), length 78.8" 
and tilts at 2 angles either 45° or 75° degree. It comes with 
the removable casters that make the transportation easy, 
designed to save freight costs.

MODEL

WEIGHT

DIMENSION

KPT8340

213 LBS
W.L.L 660 LBS

79 x 24 x 39

FORKLIFT
BOOM

Designed for use on 7700 lbs (3.5 tons) forklift trucks. The 
Forklift Boom o�ers versatility with maximum visibility for 
the operator. When full extended, Forklift Boom Reaches up 
to 135.9"(3450 mm).

MODEL AFJ35

WEIGHT
DIMENSION

323.4 LBS
W.L.L 3520 LBS

80.94 x 22.76 x 18.23
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HEAVY DUTY
A FRAME

The Abaco Heavy Duty Truck A-Frame incorporates two 
standard A-Frames joined by four cross bars which can be 
extended to an overall length of �ve feet. It comes with 
angle timber blocks to protect materials. 
The sturdy structure is designed to handle heavier slabs and 
transport them from one job site to another.

MODEL

WEIGHT
DIMENSION

W.L.L

TAF060

192 LBS
39600 LBS

60” x 60” x 60”

A FRAME

Designed for storage of slabs, the Abaco Standard A-Frame 
is constructed of 2" square steel tubing and a 4" channel 
base with angled timber base blocks to protect material. This 
sturdy construction makes the Abaco Standard A-Frame an 
ideal choice when compared to other A-Frames on the 
market. Sold in pairs.

MODEL

WEIGHT
DIMENSION

ESAF060

92.4 LBS

W.L.L

59” x 4” x 59”

SAF060

132 LBS

16500 LBS / Side
33000 LBS / Pair

13200 LBS / Side
26454 LBS / Pair

59” x 4” x 59”

DEHYDRATOR

The Abaco Dehydrator is a a �ltration syst em for the fast 
collection and trapping of the abrasive mud produced by 
machining and �nishing marble, granite and other stones. 
Dehydratorr method is an economical one step in separat-
ing the way, sludge and slurries. It has no moving parts and 
requires minimal maintenance.

MODEL

MATERIAL
VALVES

ADE089

Stainless Steel
FLOAT SWITCH Automatic

Nickel Plated Braass BSP 2”

WEIGHT
DIMENSION

617 LBS
OUTPUT CAPACITY / WEEK 22 ft³

95.8 x 27.6 x 87.8

SITE 
SAW

The powerful Abaco Saw Mod Site S2 is ideal for construc-
tion sites and workshops. Roller conveyers make loading 
easy, while on the other side make exact parallel cuts 
adjustable stops. This saw has a cutting precision length of 
65''(1650mm). An electric direct drive water submersible 
pump fully the capacity of 1000 L /hr. Accessories include 
two side benches with rollers and two support arms with 
stops. 

MODEL
WEIGHT

DIMENSION

MODS2
594 LBS

83.1 x 83 x 64.8

67
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ACHILLI Achilli provides innovative and 
essential equipment, competitive 
prices, short delivery times and an 
e�cient after sales service.

TILTING
SLAB

TRANSPORT
CART

The Achilli Tilting Stone Slab Transport Carts are excellent 
for moving a stone slab from a boom and lifter in vertical 
position and then taking it to the saw, or table or cnc and 
horizontally loading it. Motorized and battery-powered, 
hydraulically operated system for the lifting and position-
ing of slabs with hard wearing plastic wheels for easy 
loading and o�-loading of slabs, especially good when 
handling delicate materials.

SC500-PC SC500-LC

MODEL

WEIGHT
DIMENSION

SC500-LC

595 LBS
W.L.L 1102 LBS

7’ x 4.2’ x 2.8’
TABLE SIZE 48” x 77”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 25” - 38”

595 LBS
1102 LBS

7’ x 4.2’ x 2.8’
48” x 77”
25” - 38”

CONTROL PANEL Two Lever Control

SC500-PC

Mobile Pendant

RAIL
SAW

• Frame: Steel frame, sandblasted and painted with 
epoxy-powder �nish.
• Handling: Head travel on 6 bearings 1.25” diameter.
  Additionally, the manual cutting depth adjustment by
  hand wheel allows the operator control.
• Rails: 3 di�erent set of rails (47” x 3, 13.12’ , or 8.2’.) 
• Water disconnect with one hand.

MODEL

BLADE
BLADE BORE SIZE

TSA

11.81” - 13.77”

RAIL LENGTH 49.21” x 3pc (12.3’)

1”

MOTOR POWER
MOTOR SPEED

2.2kW (3HP 1Phase)

MAX DEPTH OF CUT 1.57”

1400 RPM 50 Hz 
- 1700 RPM 60 Hz

BRIDGE
SAW

Achilli AFR 300 C Granite and Stone Bridge Saw is an 
outstanding wet cutting bridge saw for straight cutting, 
miter cutting, length cutting, cross cutting granite, marble, 
quartz, concrete, slabs and counter tops. Although it is a 
hand crank it only takes just about 10 turns to reach across 
the full 10 foot cutting length.It comes with 2 side extension 
tables that o�er support for full slabs of stone.

MODEL

WATER TANK CAPACITY
TILT

AFR 

64 GAL

WEIGHT 719 LBS

45° - 90°

MAX DEPTH OF CUT
DIMENSION

4”

BLADE 10” - 14”

12’2” x 5’6” x 4’6”
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5010 Knifegrade Epoxy

Epoxy two-component adhesives are recom-
mended for exterior applications and espe-
cially for granite, or when high bonded 
strength is desired. Akepox products have 
very low shrinkage during processing and 
can be tinted for color matching and 
polished to match the �nish of the stone. 
Exact amount of hardener to mastic must be 
measured by weight. Thorough mixing of 
hardener is critical. Available in both Flowing 
and Knife Grade.

Akeemi Akemi is one of the leaders in Epoxy resin 
based adhesives. Akem manufactures a wide 
range of products including polyester resins 
and acrylic resins cleaning and protection 
equipment products..

2010 Knife Grade Epoxy 

Developed to provide both structural support 
and �ller qualities on all types of stone. Made 
to withstand the outside elements without 
changing properties or discoloration. Can be 
used with coloring paste to match with stone 
colors. Gel-like two-component construction 
adhesive (2:1), polishable, low shrinkage, 
weather resistant, solvent free epoxy for 
bonding �ne joints and laminating natural 
stone. Good adhesion to damp stone. Easy to 
color with Akemi Epoxy Coloring Tints

1005 Flowing Grade Epoxy 

Penatrating �owing epoxy with low viscosity, 
transparent formula. Quick drying formula that is 
solevent free and weather resistant. 

AKEPOX
1005

AKEPOX
5010

AKEPOK
2010
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ALPHA
Alpha Professional Tools is a leading manufacturer of 
quality tools for professionals in the stone, porcelain, 
ceramic, and glass and construction industries. Alpha 
provides the best products and o�ers a variety of services 
to support their products.

SILENCER III
BLADE

The Alpha Silencer III is a technologically advanced blade 
that produces excellent cuts while achieving superior cost 
performance with reduced noise levels. This Blade is 
equipped with a 60mm arbor which is a common size. 
Adapters are available to reduce the arbor size. Specially 
formulated, it will provide excellent cost performance and 
reduce noise levels while maintaining a high quality cut.

PORCELAIN/GLASS

DEKTON

ENG. STONE

QUARTZITE

MARBLE

Countertop Trim Kit (ESC-125)

Perfect for Cutting and Trimming Countertops

Alpha® introduces our second generation Countertop Trim 
Kit that incorporates our newest stone cutter, for those who 
work with pre-fabricated countertops or have the need to 
trim stone for a custom �t. The kit combines our ESC-125 
Wet/Dry Stone Cutter with a carriage assembly and a 4’ 
guide rail to create a clean, straight cut. All of the products 
are made of high-quality construction and are easy to setup 
and operate. A must for anyone that may be cutting and 
trimming slabs!

Countertop 
Trim Kit

MARBLE

SLW16S2M
SLW18S2M

SIZE THICKNESS MAX RPM ARBOR

16”
18”

3.3mm
4.4mm

3820
3395

60mm, 50mm
60mm, 50mm

ENG. STONE

SLW1273E
SLW1473E

SIZE THICKNESS MAX RPM ARBOR

12”
14”

2.2mm
2.8mm

6200
4365

1”
60mm, 50mm

SLW1673E
SLW1873E

16”
18”

3.3mm
4.4mm

3820
3395

60mm, 50mm
60mm, 50mm

DEKTON

SLW1010D
SLW1010PD

SIZE THICKNESS MAX RPM ARBOR

10”
10”

1.8mm
1.8mm

5900
5900

50mm
50mm

SLW1210D
SLW1410D

12”
14”

2.2mm
2.8mm

6200
4365

60mm, 50mm
60mm, 50mm

SLW1610D
SLW1810D

16”
18”

3.3mm
4.4mm

3820
3395

60mm, 50mm
60mm, 50mm

QUARTZITE
SLW14KKQ

SLW18KKQ

SIZE THICKNESS MAX RPM ARBOR
14”

18”

2.8mm

4.4mm

4365

3395

60mm, 50mm
SLW16KKQ 16” 3.3mm 3820 60mm, 50mm

60mm, 50mm

PORCELAIN/GLASS

SLW1210P
SLW1260P

SIZE THICKNESS MAX RPM ARBOR

12”
12”

2.2mm
2.2mm

6200
6200

1”
60mm

SLW1410P
SLW1610P

14”
16”

2.8mm
3.3mm

4365
3820

60mm, 50mm
60mm, 50mm

SLW1810P 18” 4.4mm 3395 60mm, 50mm

SPECIFICATION DATA

Model 
Rating 
Amperage 
Power
No Load Speed (min-1)
Weight 
Arbor 
Cutting Disc  Diameter
Max. Cutting Depth 
Cord
Plug Type 

5480-4150 (ESC-125)
110 Volts
11.2A
1200W
12,000 RPM
8.9 lbs (4.0kgs) (ESC-125 Only)
7/8 (22.23mm) 
5”
1-5/8 (41mm)
15ft Single Phase
A (110V)
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MODEL ECOGUARD

BLADE Up to 5”

Alpha VSP-320 has heavy-duty gear systems that includes 
the step-down transmission and a bevel and pinion gear to 
produce the variable speed range. It featured powerful 7 
Amp motor, 15ft. �exible water hose, adjustable splash 
guard, and C-handle/Side handle for user convenience.

POLISHER

MODEL

AMPERAGE
POWER

VSP-320

7.0 A
RATING 120V

800 W

WEIGHT
SPINDLE

7.3 LBS
VARIABLE SPEED RANGE 700 - 2500 RPM

5/8” - 11
POWER SUPPLY SINGLE PHASE AC, 50/60 Hz

CORD
POLISHING DISC SIZE

15FT
PLUG TYPE A (120 V)

4”

AWS-125 has the able to provide perfect straight cuts which 
is required for quality fabrication and installation. When 
used with the proper blade, this wet stone cutter is also 
equipped with a high quality water-feed system that 
eliminates the harmful dust particles which are common in 
dry cutting applications.

STONE
SAW

MODEL

ARBOR
BLADE

AWS-125

7/8”
WEIGHT 7.2 LBS

5”

POWER
USE

1200 W
MAX. CUTTING DEPTH 1-5/8”

Stone, Granite, Engineered Stone, Tile, Glass

CERAMICA
EX

Alpha Ceramica EX pads work extremely well on all natural 
and engineered stones, terrazzo, tile, and slab. They are 
cost-e�ective, long-lasting and made from the highest 
quality raw materials. Ceramica EX pads are extremely 
�exible, which are great for polishing inside corners and a 
tight radius.

MODEL

GRIT
MAX RPM

CERAMICA EX

200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000
PAD SIZE 3”, 4”, 5”

4000

The Alpha Ecoguard is designed for collecting dust/debris  
with vacuum. It is perfect for tuck pointing and crack 
chasing, and it can be also used on heavy-duty applications. 
It has clear cover for better visibility and support base for 
straight precise cutting. Cutting depth can be adjustable, 
and it is easy to install and change blades. 

ECO
GAURD

www.diamondtoolstore.com
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AMIGO
MACHINES

Amigo Machines have been trusted in the stone industry 
for years. They have exclusive line for all of your profes-
sional needs at an economical price.

Amigo MX1250 Mini Router is an ultra-light portable 
machine for your pro�ling needs. HYDROFLOAT base that 
get rid of troublesome rollers. MX1250 comes with a Makita 
9565CV that is proven to be reliable! 

MODEL

SPEED
WEIGHT

MX1250

2800 - 10500 RPM
POWER 12 A / 120 V

20 LBS

M2 Granite Router is for creating pro�les on granite counter-
tops. It comes stocked with a 3 horsepower motor with 
Variable Speed Control. It is perfect for polishing, cutting & 
grinding. Weighing only 35lbs & with a simple three prong 
power adapter, the Amigo M2 is very easy to use at any job 
site. The power of the Original Amigo M2 Stone Router will 
allow you to pro�le stone up to 3 inches thick, this capability 
is unrivaled in the fabrication trades.

MODEL

SPEED
MAX. CUTTING THICKNESS

M2

0 - 8500 RPM
POWER 3HP 110V

4mm

WEIGHT 35 LBS
MAX. BIT DIAMETER 100mm

Amigo CP1 is a special router with a single speed motor. It 
has HYDROFLOAT base that gets rid of mechanical rollers.  
The router for stone can be combined with diamond router 
bits for a package deal.  Great for granite, marble, concrete, 
and engineered stone.

MODEL

OUTPUT
SPEED

CP1

2 HP
INPUT 1 PHASE 110 V

3450 RPM
WEIGHT 78 LBS

Amigo M4S/M5 are the only router machine in the market to 
o�er 0-9500 true variable rpm. They are perfect for polishing 
as well as cutting. HYDROFLOAT base is extremely easy to 
operate. Machine glides on water with a simple touch 
without even touching the stone. No need to cover up the 
stone before use or no replacing rollers! they have the 
industry’s lightest converter box and top mounted handle 
makes carrying it very easy from one job to another.

MODEL

OUTPUT
SPEED

M4S

3 PHASE 2HP
INPUT 1 PHASE 220 V

0 - 9500 RPM

M5

3 PHASE 3HP
1 PHASE 220V

0 - 9000 RPM
MAX. CUTTING THICKNESS 60mm 60mm

GRINDING WHEEL Under 100mm Under 100mm
WEIGHT 48 LBS 77 LBS

STONE
ROUTER

12
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WATER FALL

DUPONT

OGEE

DEMI BULLNOSE

BEVEL

COVE DUPONT

COVE OGEE

FULL BULLNOSE

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium, Fine

3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 
1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 
2-1/4”, 2-1/2”

WATER FALL

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

DUPONT

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”

OGEE

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 
1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 
2-1/4”

DEMI BULLNOSE

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

3/4”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”

BEVEL

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

3/4”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”

COVE DUPONT

SIZE
GRIT Coarse

3/4”, 1-1/4”

COVE OGEE

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

3/4”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 
2-1/4”, 2-1/2”

FULL BULLNOSE

POLISHER

• Light-weight
• Ergonomic design
• Tough, durable and long lasting
• Ideal for producing �awless sink 
rims and bowls

MODEL

SPEED
GRINDING WHEEL

S9

4500 RPM
AIR PRESSURE 6-7 KG / CM³

3-1/8”
SPINDLE 5/8 - 11 Thread

POLISHER

• Versatile sander & Polisher for any 
hard material
• Ideal for grinding and polishing
• High quality rubber grips to 
minimize slips and vibration

MODEL

SPEED
GRINDING WHEEL

SA2

4500 RPM
AIR PRESSURE 6-7 KG / CM³

4”
SPINDLE 5/8 - 11 Thread

POLISHING PAD

• High quality diamond concentra-
tion for an economic price
• Long lasting durability
• Hook-and-Look back
• Simple, easy steps 50-3000
• Fast polishing, Wet use

MODEL

GRIT

MAX SPEED

AMG

50, 100, 200, 400,
800, 1500, 3000

PAD SIZE 4”

4000 RPM

ROUTER
BIT

Amigo pro�le bits �t all standard router machines. Comes with high quality bearing.  
If you are looking for a custom bit with a speci�c grit/size/attachment not listed, please call 1-800-342-3876 to 
speak with one of our diamond tool specialists.

3/4”, 1-1/4”

13
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The UltraEdge Propane Powered Concrete and 
Terrazzo Grinding & Edging

The UltraEdge professional concrete grinder and polish-
er is aggressive gear driven and eliminates cords and 
generators.

• Reaches 3” (7.6 cm) Under a 5.25” (13.3 cm) High Shelf
• Grinds and Polishes within 1/4” (.6 cm) of Walls
• Swiveling Multi-Positional Handle
• Green Certi�cations: EPA, CARB, LEED, CE, GS-42
• Available with Blue Sky Certi�ed Engine
• Quick Change Plate System, Interchangeable with 
UltraGrind
• Optional Magnetic Attachment System
• Uses Custom or Standard Abrasives
• Steel Body Construction
• Removable Panel for Easy Cleaning

 

AZTEC

ULTRA
GRIND

ULTRA 
EDGE 

Aztec is a family-owned USA manufacturer of 
concrete polishing and resurfacing machines and 
converter of gasoline engines to LPG for other 
equipment manufacturers

The UltraGrind Propane Concrete Grinder & 
Polisher

The UltraGrind professional concrete grinder and 
polisher’s aggressive planetary action is gear driven, 
and eliminates cords and generators.

The UltraGrind is part of the Aztec WorkSmartTM 
Concrete System for cordless grinding, polishing and 
edging concrete and terrazzo �oors.

FEATURES INCLUDE:
• 8 Gallon (30.3 L) Water Tank (additional tank avail-
able upon request)
• EPA/CARB Certi�ed Kawasaki 603cc Engine
• Locking Transport Wheel
• Adjustable Telescoping Handle
• Steel Body Construction
• Removable Panel for Easy Cleaning
• Engine Warranty – 2 years
• Machine Warranty – 1 year
• Transport wheel for easy loading and maneuvering

14
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BRILLIANT
MARBLE

INC

With 32 years of experience and com-
mitment, Brilliant Marble, Inc. has 
become one of South Florida’s leading 
suppliers of Polishing powder & Liquids 
for complete cleaning and restoration of 
natural stone �oor surfaces.

POLISHING
POWDER

CRYSTALLIZER

GLOSS
BOOSTER

Rhino Marble Polishing Powder removes �ne scratches. Made of the 
�nest ingredients on the market and is proven for its polishing power 
for light and dark marble. When using this product, you will experi-
ence the fastest polishing results on �oors, walls, tables and counter 
tops. Ideal for Marble, Limestone and Onyx.

The Rhino Crystallizer gives �oors an incredible shine. Ideal for Marble, 
Terrazzo, Onyx and Cuban Tile.

Rhino Gloss Booster is a water based acrylic solution designed to 
protect and enhance polished surfaces such as Marble, Terrazzo, 
Ceramic Tile, Wood and Linoleum.

MODEL

COVERAGE

MARBLE POLISHING  POWDER

1000-1500 ft³ 
SIZE 5 LBS / 2.27 KG

MODEL

COVERAGE

CRYSTALLIZER

2000 ft³ 
SIZE 1 GALLON

MODEL

COVERAGE

GLOSS BOOSTER

2500-4000 ft³ 
SIZE 1 GALLON

MK Diamond Products
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MK-2001SV  
14” Masonry Saw
Part# 161195
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Concrete Saw
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Floor Scraper
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MK Cyclone Vac
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MK-1800 
18” Concrete Saw
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14” Concrete Saw
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SRX-150 Early Entry 
Concrete Saw

Part# 172023-H

EARLY ENTRY SAW
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DIAMOND
TOOL

STORE

Diamond Tool Store is the in-house brand that we carry for 
diamond blades, diamond polishing pads, and other 
equipment. Our diamond tool collection includes diamond 
saw blades, �oor machines, diamond polishing pads, stone 
saws, and more. 

HURRICANE
POLISHING

PAD

HONEYCOMB
POLISHING

PAD

FLOOR
SEGMENT

Hurricane pads  are designed for durability and longevity for 
a wide variety of applications. The Terrazzo Polishing Pads 
are diamond coated throughout the entire pad creating a 
stronger, wear and tear resistant pad at an economical price. 
These pads use diamond powders provide extended life due 
to the ability to use either side creating a stronger, more 
durable tool for most �ooring situations.

The HONEYCOMB Diamond Floor Pad for marble, limestone, 
or concrete has 12 hexagon diamond resin segments 
infused directly into the nylon pad. They take you from 
aggressive cutting to �nal polish. It is as simple as switching 
out nylon �oor pads on your standard �oor machine. The 
sponge nature of these pads allow the diamonds to glide 
over the �oor without being impeded by lippage or "picture 
framing". No more messy powders or messy pastes!

Diamond Impregnated Floor Pads for grinding and 
polishing �oors such as marble, granite, terrazzo, vinyl, 
travertine, and concrete 

These diamond impregnated �oor pads use high quality 
pads for superior sponge based material.  The �oor pads are 
then dipped in a high concentrated mix of diamonds.  The 
pads can be used on natural stone, marble, terrazzo, traver-
tine, vinyl, and even has a strong enough sponge to work on 
concrete.  

Eight Segmented �oor tool which is made of metal can 
grind concrete and cement with variety of grits and bonds. 
Hook & loop backed metal discs stick directly on to the 
driver pad. 

MODEL

GRIT
THICKNESS

HC-FP

200, 400, 800, 1500, 3000
1”

MAX. SPEED 3000 RPM

SIZE 5”, 7”, 9”, 11”, 13”, 17”, 20”, 25”, 27”

MODEL

GRIT
BOND TYPE

FPM

16, 30, 50
Hard, Soft

OPTION 37 Series Hook And Loop, 
37 Series Magnetic

SIZE 3”

MODEL

GRIT

HNYCMB

50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500, 3000
SIZE 9”, 17”, 20”

PINK
 PADS

Features and Bene�ts
High Concentration of Diamonds
Diamond Dipped 
Multi Surface Polishing Pad
Grinding, Polishing, Maintenance

MK Diamond Products
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CONCRETE
CORE

BIT

GRANITE
CORE

BIT

Concrete Core Drill Bit is used for coring concrete, block, 
brick and masonry.  This diamond tool is designed to go 
through hard construction surfaces. It cuts aggressively, will 
last a long time, and easy on the wallet!  Used wet with a 
construction drill. Not for use with marble or granite.

The Diamond Tool Store's Dry Diamond Core Drill bit is a 
segmented bit with side protection that drills perfect holes 
into granite and other natural hard stones. This dry core bit 
is formulated for fast, clean cutting with a highly competi-
tive price! 

MODEL

THREAD
BARREL LENGTH

CCB

1-1/4” - 7”
14”

SEG. HEIGHT 8mm

SIZE 3/4", 7/8", 1", 1-1/8", 1-1/4", 1-5/16", 
1-1/2", 1-3/4", 2", 2-1/4", 2-1/2", 2-3/4", 
3", 3-1/4", 3-1/2", 4", 4-1/4", 4-1/2", 5", 
5-1/2", 6",  6-1/4", 7", 8", 9", 10", 12", 14"

MODEL DRY-CDB

SIZE 1-3/8”

CONCRETE
BLADE

PORCELAIN
BLADE

MARBLE
BLADE

Diamond Saw Blade is ideal for cutting hard 
materials such as hard concrete, paver bricks, 
terrazzo, and concrete pipe. It can be use both 
dry and wet with standard saw equipment, 
such as table saw and low HP walk behind 
water drop slot. This strong diamond saw 
blades comes with various version and uses.

Diamond tool store’s the number one bridge saw marble 
blade can use on soft material. It is one of our silent blade 
which will provide a smooth, chip-free cut. You will notice 
that by using one of these blades, the labor involved in 
achieving your perfect edge will be cut in half! 

Unique shaped thin-cut super turbo blade is designed for 
cutting all kinds of hard stones, especially for tile and 
porcelain. Special components such as top quality 
diamonds, optimal bond and matrix on the rim give this 
blade much less noise than regular tile cutting blades on 
the market.

MODEL

ARBOR
SEG. HEIGHT

SMX

1-20mm
12mm

USE Hard Concrete, 
Reinforced Concrete, 

Hard Paver Brick, 
Concrete Pipe, 

Terrazo

SIZE 14”

MODEL

ARBOR
SEG. HEIGHT

GSMB1410

50/60
10mm

MAX. SPEED 4500 RPM

SIZE 14”

MODEL

ARBOR
SEG. HEIGHT

LD10

5/8”
10mm

MAX. SPEED 8000 RPM

SIZE 4”, 4.5”, 5”
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RIGID
BOOM

SAW

FLOOR
GRINDER

C100 Rigid Boom is designed for lifting heavy duty materi-
als up to 10,000lbs. It includes welded anchor hook and 36” 
anchor chain with slip hook, and they help to lift material 
securely. The hook can be positioned 4 di�erent point. Fork 
Pockets �t forks up to 3”x10”.

The HGS-14S, which is High-Speed Gas Saw by Solo, can be 
used both wet and dry with 14” blade capacity. It has been 
designed with optimum weight distribution and an 
anti-vibration system that is sure to reduce fatigue. The air 
�lter is practically self-cleaning and includes an external 
rocker to shake impurities from the �lter. Easy start up and a 
one push stop button that immediately prepares the 
engine again for renewed operation without further 
adjustments.

The green machine is ideal for commercial and residential 
use. It can be used for �oor polishing or grinding for 
concrete, stone, and terrazzo surfaces. It comes equipped 
with 3 plates and 3 heads on each plate. Rental program is 
available.

MODEL

WEIGHT
TYPE

C100

310 LBS
RIGID

W.L.L. 10000 LBS

MODEL

FUEL/OIL MIX RATIO
MAX. POWER HP

HGS-14S

50:1
5.44 HP

MAX. CUTTING DEPTH
MAX. SPEED

5”
4450 RPM

BLADE
ARBOR

14”
20mm

ENGINE 81 CC / Single Cylinder Two Stroke

MODEL

SPEED
WEIGHT

36-LGPM5HP

2200 RPM
375 LBS

MOTOR 5.5 HP, 220 V

SAND
PAPER

Highest quality silicon carbide sandpaper on the market 
today for stone at a very a�ordable price. Our silicon carbide 
sanding disks are wet or dry sandpaper which is available as 
peel and stick sandpaper, plain sandpaper, or hook and loop 
sandpaper. Whether you are grinding natural stone, granite, 
marble, concrete, wood, or working on auto bodies perform-
ing auto bodywork, or sanding down other types of 
manmade material, Diamond Tool Store has the silicon 
carbide sanding disks to meet your needs.

MODEL

GRIT 60, 80, 120, 220, 320, 
420, 500, 600, 1000

SIZE
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DIAPLUS
Diaplus focuses on quality products and new innovative 
ways to continue to produce ground breaking diamond 
tools. Diaplus provides a full line of diamond tools to 
distributors across the globe; while innovating diamond 
technology, all at the same time. DIAPLUS

DRY
POLISHING

PAD

MODEL

GRIT

DPD

50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 
1500, 3000, Bu� (Black, White)

SIZE 4”, 5”

MAX RPM 1500 - 3000 RPM

Diaplus Dry Diamond Pads are used to polish engineered 
stone and natural stone without water. High quality grade 
diamonds used so they perform an amazing polish on the 
stone. The stone pads are made �exible so they can not 
only polish the top of the stone, but can polishing the 
edges, corners, and cut out for sinks. The design of the 
diamonds and the resin makes it optimal for a fast grinding, 
great polishing, and long lasting life.

Diaplus Wet Pad for Engineered Stone is used to leave a 
high quality polish on marble, quartz and engineered 
stone. It can be used to polish counters and �oors. It is hard 
and abrasive so it is notorious for wearing out polishing 
pads way too fast. These pads are designed to give you 
long life and a perfect �nish. High grade diamond used to 
maximize performance and excellent �nish. Hook and loop 
backed and designed for use on any wet polisher.

MODEL

GRIT

DPES

50, 100, 200, 400,
 800, 1500, 3000

SIZE 4”

MAX RPM 4000 RPM

WET
POLISHING

PAD

RIGID
POLISHING

PAD

MODEL

GRIT

RDPD

50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 
1500, 3000, Bu� (Black, White)

SIZE 5”, 7”

THICKNESS 6mm

Diaplus Premium Diamond Grit Polishing Pads are great for 
polishing granite, marble, and natural stone. The pads can 
be used to polish the �oor or countertop. The resin polishing 
pads with high diamond concentration are made to leave a 
great polish and have a long lasting life.  Use with wet 
applications. 

Diaplus Super Flex Electroplated Pads are extremely �exible 
electroplated polishing pads for stone. These pads can be 
use both wet and dry. 

MODEL

GRIT

DPEPF

50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 
1500, 3000, Bu� (Black, White)

SIZE 4”, 5”

SUPER FLEX
ELECROPLATED

PAD

20
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DIAPLUS

Traditional Concrete Polishing pads used to be designed 
for 7 step polishing. Diaplus 3 step concrete polishing 
pads break the mold by cutting the steps in half. They 
leave an amazing polish in half the steps and time.

MODEL

GRIT

CP

STEP1, 2, 3, 4 BUFF
SIZE 4”

Diaplus 3 Step Premium Pads are white resin bonded 
polishing pad with high diamond concentration specially 
designed to leave on excellent polish on Engineered Stone. 
The pads leave a great �nish and requires less steps and 
time. Start with Step 1 for more coarse diamond polishing 
and �nish with Step 3 for �ne polish. Each step pads are 
thicker than normal which will enhance the life for better 
results. 

MODEL

GRIT
MAX RPM

DPW

STEP 1, 2, 3, 4
3000 - 4500

SIZE 4”

CONCRETE
3 STEP

PAD

Diaplus Conquer 3-Step Wet Polishing Pad System is revolu-
tionizing the way that stone fabricators polish stone. Say 
farewell to 7-step polishing forever! Save work time with half 
the Conquer pads’ steps while achieving as good or better 
results. Members of the 'Stone Fabricators Alliance' agree: 
The Conquer 3-Step Wet Polishing Pads are the �rst 3-Step 
polishing pads that delivered on their promise. New and 
improved hook and loop backing, extremely �exible and 
extremely e�ective.

MODEL

GRIT
USE

CONQUER

STEP1, 2, 3
Natural Stone, Engineered Stone, Concrete

SIZE 4”

CONQUER
3 STEP

PAD

METAL DOT
GRINDING

PAD

MODEL

GRIT

DPCGP

30, 60, 150, 300
SIZE 3”, 4”, 5”

Diaplus Concrete Metal-Dot Grinding Pads are a revolution-
ary �exible metal grinding pad that virtually eliminates the 
need for grinding cup wheels in concrete counter top 
fabrication, and concrete �oor edge work. . It allows you to 
prep for polishing large areas as well as giving you access to 
the tight corners. The Diamond Grinding Pads has a longer 
life, smoother �nish and �exibility are all factors that make 
the Dia-Plus Concrete Grinding Pad the "MUST HAVE" 
concrete hand tool.

PREMIUM
3 STEP

PAD
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RESIN FILLED T CUP WHEEL

Diaplus Resin Filled T Cup Wheel is designed with a special 
resin pattern for top end performance. This pattern 
promotes a balanced cup wheel with chip free, fast, 
smooth, bounce free, and aggressive grinding. It is ideal for 
grinding granite, marble, and all natural stones to grind 
and hone. Extra diamond concentration allows for long life. 

VACUUM BRAZED CUP WHEEL

Diaplus Multi-Layer Vacuum Brazed Diamond Cup Wheel is 
made entirely of multiple levels of vacuum-brazed 
diamonds. It is a very aggressive concrete cutting disc and 
can also be used for stock removal of glue, epoxy, and 
coatings. The quality of the cut throughout the life and the 
actual life of the tool are unique compared to traditional 
vacuum brazed cup wheels.

MODEL

THREAD

AMUN

5/8” - 11
MAX RPM 1200

SIZE 4”

AMUNA CUP WHEEL

Diaplus Amuna Cup Wheel features not only Super 
light-weight, but also less vibration and less noise. It is 
designed for aggressive grinding and coatings removal for 
very hard concrete, granite, tile, marble, thin epoxy. Over-
all-general purpose cup wheel.

VBCW

7/8” - 5/8”,
5/8” - 11

5”, 7”

MODEL

ARBOR
SIZE

DPRCWT

4”
Course, Medium, Fine

5/8”-11
12000

MODEL

SIZE
GRIT

THREAD
MAX RPM

CUP
WHEEL

Vacuum 
Brazed 
Segments

Vacuum Brazed Concrete Diamond Tools for grinding and 
removing concrete, coatings, epoxy, glue, paint, and more!

Dia Plus Multi Layered Vacuum Brazed Trapezoids are for 
grinding concrete.  The concrete diamond discs or "shoes," 
are used for concrete �oor prep, grinding concrete, or stock 
removal of coatings, glue, paint, and epoxy.  These tools for 
grinding concrete leave a great pro�le and typically o�er a 
much a faster work time.  The dotted trapezoids are 
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All NEW!

The Hercules for Dekton has been uniquely designed to 
speci�cally cut Dekton material. This 10mm segment 
blade has been engineered to cut through Dekton quietly 
with minimal chips, fast cutting and great e�ciency.

The Hercules for Quartzite has been uniquely 
designed to speci�cally cut Quartzite material. 
This silent blade has been con�gured to cut 
with minimal chipping on the hardest quartzite 
material along with granite and engineered 

Diaplus Hercules Blade is ideal for cutting granite, quartzite, 
and engineered stone. It has a silent core to reduce noise 
when operating, 20mm segment height, and all the premi-
um diamonds needed to cut granite smoothly and quickly.

MODEL

20mm
60/50mm

MAX. RPM
SEG. HEIGHT

DPH2014

4365

ARBOR

SIZE 14”

DPH2016

3820
16”

DPH2018

3395
18”

HERCULES 
BLADE

HERCULES II

Quartzite
 Hercules 

HERCULES 
DEKTON

MODEL

25mm
60/50mm

MAX. RPM
SEG. HEIGHT

DPH22014

4365

ARBOR

SIZE 14”

DPH22016

3820
16”

DPH22018

3395
18”

The Hercules II is now available in 25mm segment 
height. Derived from the amazing feedback from 
the original Hercules blade, DIAPLUS has once 
again introduced another industry favorite, the 
Hercules II featuring 25mm segments. This Silent 
Core blade is designed to cut through granite and 
other hard material. You will see that the Hercules II 
will cut through stones beautifully, with minimal 
chipping and consistent cuts throughout. 

MODEL

20mm
60/50mm

SEG. HEIGHT

QDPH2014

ARBOR

SIZE 14”

QDPH22016
16”

DPH22018

18”

MODEL

20mm
60/50mm

SEG. HEIGHT

DEKDHP2014 DEKDHP2018DEKDHP2016

ARBOR

SIZE 14” 16” 18”
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With the Blue Ripper / Blue Ripper Jr. Archon Blade, the diamonds are 
arrayed in a speci�c pattern in each segment. It allows for uniform 
diamond exposure to the stone surface. The perfectly balanced 
cutting action provides a fast, smooth cut, and  greatly life extended - 
30% longer blade-life than traditional blades. There is no uneven 
segment deterioration or premature diamond loss.

MODEL

ARBOR
SEGMENT HEIGHT

ARY1080

7/8” - 5/8”
10mm

SIZE 8”

ARY1014

60/50mm
10mm

MAX RPM 4300 3450

14”

BLUE RIPPER
ARCHON BLADE

Diaplus XL Bridge Saw Blade uses array pattern of diamonds 
to cut granite, quartzite, and other hard stone. A speci�c 
allows for uniform diamond exposure to the stone surface. It 
provides a fast, smooth cut, 30% longer blade life.

MODEL

MAX. RPM
SEG. HEIGHT

DPXLQ14

3400

ARBOR

SIZE 14”

DPXLQ16

3400
22mm

50/60mm

16”

DPXLQ18

3400
18”

XL BRIDGE SAW 
BLADE

Diaplus Multi-cut blade has been designed speci�cally with 
hard, medium and soft bonding agents that allow cutting of 
concrete, stone, asphalt and hard materials. Swirl pattern 
cooling-holes in blade core prevent overheating extends 
blade life. Can be used wet or dry.

MODEL

MAX. RPM
SEG. HEIGHT

XLMULTI14

4365
10 mm

ARBOR 1”/20mm

SIZE 14”

ARRAY PATTERN
CONSTRUCTION 

BLADE

Diaplus Achilles Blade is designed for slow, clean-cutting on 
several types of glass, porcelain, and other stubborn materi-
als performing sharp, precise cuts with no chipping. This is 
High performance blades with high quality cuts and cost 
e�ective price, speci�cally for special applications, such as 
porcelain and crystallized glass. Silent core can reduce noise 
levels.

MODEL

MAX. RPM
SEG. HEIGHT

DPACH14

3820
8mm

ARBOR 60/50mm

SIZE 14”

ACHILLES BLADE
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Diaplus Diamond Turbo Blade is ideal for cutting granite, 
quartzite, and other hard stone. It can be used wet or dry 
and always leaves a smooth chip free cut. High diamond 
concentration and cooling holes extend the life. It is made in 
Korea, medium pressed, and full of quality diamonds to 
ensure a great cut every time. Use on grinders or wet stone 
saws.

MODEL

MAX. RPM
SEG. HEIGHT

DPSPTB05

13200
8mm

ARBOR
APPLICATION

5/8” - 7/8”
Granite, Quartzite, hard stone

SIZE 5”

DPSPTB06

10000
6”

BRAZED 
CONTOUR BLADE

Diaplus Contour Blade or curved cutting blade is designed 
to cut sink holes out of granite, marble, and engineered 
stone. This blade is aggressive, cuts smoothly, and last long. 
It is perfect for cutting curved lines with an angle grinders or 
stone cutter saws.

MODEL

MAX. RPM
APPLICATION

VBCC5

12000
Granite, Marble, Eng.Stone

SIZE 5”

VBCC6

6”

SUPER PREMIUM
TURBO BLADE

ELECTROPLATED
MARBLE BLADE

Diaplus Electroplated Marble Blades with side protection is 
one of the best blades for cutting marble and some glass. 
The design of the blade places diamonds on the edge as 
well as the actual blade, which makes it work great through-
out the entire cutting process. The electroplated side 
protection not only optimizes cutting but has the capability 
to do some grinding and shaving. Single and Double side 
protection are both available.

MODEL

MAX. RPM
ARBOR

DPEPSP5

12000
5/8” - 7/8”

SIZE 5”

DPEPSP6

6”

APPLICATION Marble, Glass

HONEYCOMB
BLADE

Diaplus Honey Comb blade is used to cut marble, soft 
stones, and some glass. The blade is electroplated and 
absolutely covered in diamonds. Diamonds throughout the 
entire blade make it not only good for cutting but grinding 
and shaving as well. The honeycomb blade is a new design 
that places diamonds throughout blade used for overall 
cutting and performance.

MODEL

MAX. RPM
ARBOR

DPEPH5

12000
5/8” - 7/8”

SIZE 5”

DPEHP6

6”

APPLICATION Marble, Soft Stone, Glass
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DIAPLUS

#

WET
PORCELAIN BLADE

Diaplus Porcelain/Glass is a premium blade engineered for 
chip free cutting on porcelain, glass, tile and marble. This 
glass blade is designed with a high diamond concentration 
to cut with minimal chipping at fast speeds to reduce work 
time. With a premium high quality bond and the best 
diamonds, it has a long segment life to insure it makes the 
cut time after time. Intended for use on wet saws.

MODEL

SEG. HEIGHT

DPGL10

10mm
ARBOR

APPLICATION
1 - 5/8”

Porcelain, Glass, Tile, Marble

SIZE 10”

THIN DRY
PORCELIAN BLADE

These blades are perfect for any kind of natural stone.  
Perfect for sculpting.  Can be used with any regular power 
drill. This unique tool is made for small round area cutting, 
carving a scar of letters or shapes, and surface grinding. Use 
wet only.

MODEL

SEG.HEIGHT
MAX. RPM

TTPB4

8mm
13200

APPLICATION Tile, Porcelain, Medium-Hard Stone

SIZE 4”

TTPB4.5

4.5”

TTPB5

5”

MULTI CUTTER
BLADE

Diaplus Electroplated Marble Blades with side protection is 
one of the best blades for cutting marble and some glass. 
The design of the blade places diamonds on the edge as 
well as the actual blade, which makes it work great through-
out the entire cutting process. The electroplated side 
protection not only optimizes cutting but has the capability 
to do some grinding and shaving. Single and Double side 
protection are both available.

MODEL

THREAD
MAX. RPM

MCB

5/8” - 5/11”   
12200

SIZE 5”

APPLICATION Porcelain, Tile, Medium-Hard Stone

PROFILING
DIAMOND BLADE

Diaplus Honey Comb blade is used to cut marble, soft 
stones, and some glass. The blade is electroplated and 
absolutely covered in diamonds. Diamonds throughout the 
entire blade make it not only good for cutting but grinding 
and shaving as well. The honeycomb blade is a new design 
that places diamonds throughout blade used for overall 
cutting and performance.

MODEL

APPLICATION

PRB20

Natural Stone
SIZE 20mm

PRB30

30mm

PRB40

40mm

PRB50

50mm

PRB60

60mm
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DIAPLUS

DUPONT

OGEE

DEMI BULLNOSE

BEVEL

COVE DUPONT

FULL BULLNOSE

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium, Fine

3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 
1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 
2-1/4”, 2-1/2”

DOUBLE DEMI

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

3/4”, 1“, 1-1/4”

DUPONT

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”

OGEE

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium

1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 
1-1/4”, 1-1/2”

DEMI BULLNOSE

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium, Fine

3/4”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”

BEVEL

SIZE

GRIT Extra Coarse, Coarse, 
Medium
3/4”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”

COVE DUPONT

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Midium, Fine

3/4”, 1-1/4”

OGEE BULL NOSE

SIZE
GRIT Coarse, Medium, Fine

3/4”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 
2-1/4”, 2-1/2”

FULL BULLNOSE

DOUBLE DEMI

OGEE BULL NOSE

ROUTER
BIT

Diaplus Router Bits are premium metal bond bits used to shape or create countertop edges on granite, stone, 
marble, and all types of stone. These router bits are aggressive and durable with competitive price. Do not leave 
swirl marks. Comes with a guide bearing. 
If you are looking for a custom bit with a speci�c grit/size/attachment not listed, please call 1-800-342-3876 to 
speak with one of our diamond tool specialists.

CORE
BIT

Diaplus Diamond Core Bit is designed to easily go through granite, 
quartzite, and engineered stone and can be used on a variety of Tools 
including drills and Hand Grinders. The Diamonds are located on the 
inside and outside of the core bits barrel that reduces friction, which in 
turn results in lower heat and less drag. The reduced heat allows the bit 
to perform at higher RPMS without decreasing the life of the bit. This 
core Bit can drill excess of 40 holes (varying on material) and in some 
cases can exceed that limit. It can be use on wet or dry, but we recom-
mend to use with water to prolong the life.

MODEL

THREAD
CUTTING DEPTH

DPDCB

5/8” - 11
1/2”

MAX RPM
APPLICATION

6500
Granite, Quartzite, Eng. Stone

SIZE 1-1/4”, 1-3/8”, 1-1/2”, 1-3/4”, 2”, 2-1/2”, 2-3/4”, 3”, 4”
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Twister daily cleaning routines -
as simple as 1, 2, 3.

Just add water!

TwisterTM 

diamond pads -
just add water!

Twister Cleaning Technology Inc
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Diamond 
Products

Diamond Products Handheld Planetary Polisher

• Uses three 5” diamond polishing pads and/or diamond grinding discs
•Planetary, gear driven system
• Powered by a heavy duty FEIN® variable speed motor
• Center coolant feed
• Precision bearings
• Heavy duty handles and body
• Built-in vacuum port
• Rugged, hand-operated 12” platform that grinds, hones and polishes 
concrete surfaces
• Operates wet or dry (with optional dust cowl)
• 12” platform turns at a lower rate than the higher rotational  speed
• The RPM provides the optimal speed for diamond polishing, producing a 
perfect �nish 5 times faster than a single head polisher

Excellent footage and drilling 
speed. Designed for all types 
of wet drilling in applications 
with light to moderate steel.
Very high quality diamond and 
longer coring life.

Take a Bite out of Concrete and Natural 
Stone With The Great White Core Bit 

The Great White Core Bore bit is sure to chew 
a hole right through concrete with the 
specialized diamond 'Shark-Tooth' segments. 
The pointed segments o�er fast coring and 
long life. 

Higher quality diamond with wide 
spaced segments for fast drilling in 
moderate steel. Tall segment for 
longer Life. Choice of hub or open 
end.

As one of the largest diamond tool and equip-
ment manufacturers in the States, Diamond 
Products has worked hard to bring you the 
highest quality diamond tools and equipment 
for the construction industry.

HEAVY 
DUTY WET 

CORE  

GREAT 
WHITE CORE 

BIT

SUPER 
PREMIUM 
RED CORE 

BIT 

HANDHELD 
POLISHER
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Features & Bene�ts

Provides consistent tension and wire speed
Modular saw disassembles into separate pieces
Core drilling mount
Patented drive roller system
Fast, easy assembly for a one person operation
Can be wall mounted

MODEL WCH14
Maximum Cut:             
Wire Required:
Maximum Wire Storage: 
Height:                           
Width:                                            
Depth:                             

Perimeter up to 36 feet
Minimum 11 feet
46-1/2 feet 
60”
25”
32”

Features & Bene�ts of Electric Hand Saw 

•Wet or dry cutting
•Overload protection with load warning LED lightvisible 
to operator
•Electrical cord with PRCD protection
•Detachable guide rollers
•Splash guard to protect from water spray
•Handles designed for optimal control
•Tool-free blade guard angle adjustment
•Lightweight magnesium blade guard
•Externally accessible motor brushes
•Standard water feed system with �ne adjustable �ow 
and quick release coupling and durable hose

HYDROST-
RESS 
WATER SAW

ELECTRIC 
HAND 
HELD SAW 

Imperial Purple Spiral Turbo Cup Grinders

This Economy cup grinder is ideal for fast 
grinding and removal. with segment options of 
12", 18" and 16" this cup wheel provides a 
smooth pro�le ideal for concrete preparation for 
poly aspartic applications.  

 

IMPERIAL 
PURPLE CUP 
WHEEL
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DONGSIN
Dongsin, which succeeded in developing and 
marketing the excellent products, specializes in 
manufacturing diamond tools for concrete, 
terrazzo & stone.

OGEE DOUPONT COVE BEVEL FULL BULLNOSE

OGEE & STRAIGHT STRAIGHT DOUBLE EASED EDGE DOUBLE BEVEL DEMI BULLNOSE

PROFILE
BIT

Dongsin Diamond Tools O�er a complete system of CNC pro�le wheels that provide superior results for various 
pro�le shapes. The combination of grinding, shaping wheels and Touch-POL polishing wheels with expandable 
internal urethane provides a perfect �nish by contacting all of the surface. Segmented wheel, Position 0, is made 
for 'Edge-Breaking' and its' pre-curing performance will enhance the life span of following steps. Sintered Rim 
Wheels, Position 1-3, will form shapes precisely and will not be deformed. Electroplated or Vacuum Brazed, 
Position 1-3, are made for soft material like marble, sandstone, and limestone that will bring out the �nely 
honed �nish. Line Eraser, Position 3+, is for eliminating diamond marks before the step of polishing.

POSITION

POS1

POS2

FUNCTION RPM OFFSET BOND F/S(mm/min) BOND F/S(mm/min)
GRANITE/ENGINEERED MATERIAL MARBLE

POS3

POS4

POS5

POS6

POS0

Shaping  

Honing

Finishing

Polishing

Polishing

Polishing

Stock Removal

4700 - 5000

4700 - 5000

4700 - 5000

1500

1500

1500

4700 - 5000

Metal-Rim

Metal-Rim

Metal-Rim

Resin

Resin

Resin

Metal-Segment

800

800

800

1000

1000

1000

600

Electroplated

Electroplated

Electroplated

Resin

Resin

Resin

Electroplated

800

1200

1200

1000

1000

1000

800

1.0mm

0.6mm

0.1mm

0.1mm

0.1mm

0.1mm

Dongsin diamond CNC �nger bit is perfect for faster speed 
while lasting longer. Gives a great clean �nish with less noise 
and ampere. Perfect for use on granite, marble, sandstone, 
limestone, engineered stone, or concrete.

MODEL

LENGTH
CONNECTION

TT-FB

40mm, 45mm, 50mm
1/2” Gas

MAX RPM 5200 - 5800

DIAMETER 20mm, 23mm

FINGER
BIT

Dekton Kerami CUT Diamond Blade by Dongsin is perfect for 
straight or miter cutting on Dekton, or other hard materials, 
such as Lapitec. Comes in 14 in or 16 in with 42mm x 9mm 
segments. Chip free and high speed cutting.

• 10" diameter �ange for 14" Dekton KermiCUT Blade
• 12" diameter �ange for 16" Dekton KermiCUT Blade
• 14" diameter �ange for 18" Dekton KermiCUT Blade

MODEL KCBL

SIZE 10”, 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

MODEL KCBL-FL

SIZE 10”, 12”, 14”

KERAMI
CUT

BLADE
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DRY TREAT Dry Treat manufactures world leading sealers, 
enhancers, cleaning & maintenance products. 
Designed for natural stone, tile, concrete, 
pavers, brick, grout, & environmentally safe!

ALKALINE
CLEANER

ACID
CLEANER

OUTDOOR
SEALER

Dry-Treat 40SK is an amazing impregnating, invisible and 
breathable sealer that protects porous materials including 
concrete, tile, natural stone, brick, terracotta, paving and 
grout from damage caused by water and salts, plus helps to 
consolidate friable surfaces. The Concrete Sealer can be 
treated indoor and outdoor surfaces become easier to clean, 
maintain and keep looking good for longer. DRY-TREAT 40SK 
provides lasting protection for engineering concrete, 
terracotta tile, cast stone, paving, sandstone, limestone, 
brick and grout.

MODEL 40SK

SIZE 1 Gallon, 5 Gallon

Oxy-Klenza is an odorless, powerful triple action, oxygen, 
alkaline and detergent boosted heavy duty cleaner for 
removal of general grime and stains caused by oil / grease, 
mold, leaf marks, food and beverages. Safe for all natural 
stone, tile, masonry, concrete, brick, grout, vinyl and raw 
/un�nished wood. Oxy-Klenza is 100% concentrate, environ-
mentally responsible and safer to use than traditional heavy 
duty cleaners.

MODEL OXY-KLENZA

SIZE 2.2 LBS

SEALER

STAIN-PROOF Original is an impregnating, invisible and 
breathable sealer that provides premium long term protec-
tion for natural stone, tiles, pavers, concrete, brick and grout 
from water and oil based stains and damage caused by 
water and dissolved salts. Treated indoor and outdoor 
surfaces become easier to clean and keep looking good for 
longer.

MODEL

WARRANTY

STAIN-PROOF

15 Years
SIZE 1 Quart

E�-Erayza is a new technology safer acid cleaner for remov-
ing e�orescence, rust stains, limescale, grout haze, mortar 
mess and �replace soot. E�-Erayza™ E�orescence Remover 
is very powerful and generally more e�ective than tradition-
al industrial acids but is non fuming, non-corrosive to metals 
(except for uncoated aluminum) and temporary contact 
does not burn skin.

MODEL EFF-ERAYZA

SIZE 1 Quart, 5 Gallon
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META 
CREME 

Meta Creme Sealer for kitchens, pools, bathrooms, 
patios, countertops, and �oors

META CRÈME™ is the next generation of sealing technology, 
the ultimate breathable impregnating sealer for protecting 
natural stone, tiles, masonry, pavers, concrete and grout. It 
represents world best practice in sealing.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

META CRÈME™ is ideal for indoor / outdoor use on kitchens, 
bathrooms, entertainment areas, pool surrounds, patios, 
countertops, �oors, walls, building facades, and for public / 
commercial areas.

SEALER
ENHANCER

Paver Sealer for providing deeper color enhancement and 
superior stain protection!  Great for driveways and patios

 PAVER-FINISHA™ is the replacement for traditional acrylic, 
epoxy and urethane coatings. The advanced sealing technolo-
gy provides deeper color enhancement and superior stain 
protection for highly porous pavers.

WATER 
BASE 
SEALER

Stain Repella is a breathable water-based sealer 
for �oors, walls, buildings, swimming pools, 
patios, garages, countertops, and more!

Stain-Repella™ is a penetrating, invisible and breath-
able water-based sealer which protects porous 
surfaces against stains to keep surfaces looking great.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:

Stain-Repella™ is suitable to use indoors and outdoors 
for a wide variety of locations, including �oors, walls, 
building facades, swimming pool surrounds, patios, 
garages, countertops, kitchens and entertaining areas.

ALKALINE
CLEANER A REVOLUTIONARY CLEAN-

ER FOR STONE & MASONRY

Stone & Masonry Cleaner is a 
unique, ready-to-use hydro-
gen peroxide the based 
cleaner that is speci�cally 
designed for cleaning 
stubborn organic stains and 
deeply embedded dirt in 
porous stone and masonry.
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FLEX FLEX Power Tools manufactures heavy-duty 
power tools for all types of natural stone, 
concrete, asphalt, brick and cinder block, as 
well as grinders and polishers for the metals 
and automotive industries.

WET
TILE SAW

Flex CS40 is made of high quality premium 
materials to ensure reliability and durability. 
The Flex CS40 miter cut saw has a max tilting 
range of 45 Degrees allowing for precise miter 
cuts on stones up to 2cm. With a 12 amp motor, 
the Flex CS40 Wet Tile Saw is capable of cutting 
through the toughest materials and includes a 
handle for increased stability. The Flex CS 40 is 
a portable circular saw that can be used to cut 
tile, stone, glass, and more.

MODEL

SPEED
MOTOR

CS40

12000 RPM
12 AMP

POWER
BLADE

120 V / 60 Hz
5” x 7/8”

MAX. CUTTING 41mm at 90°
MIN. CUTTING 26mm at 90°

TILTING RANGE 0 - 45°

POLISHER
POLISHER &

GRINDER

LEFX L1503VR Polisher with a wide speed range. With VR 
electronic control, soft start, overload protection and speed 
selection. With its wide speed range it is perfect for working 
with On/o� switch. It has spindle lock, and available in 110V.

FLEX L1506 has VR full-wave electronic speed control, soft 
start, overload protection and speed selection. Highly 
e�cient and resilient motor for more power output. Restart 
protection after power interruption. Tool-free adjustment of 
safety guard. It has spindle lock, and available in 110V.

LW1509 Grinder is designed for maximum material removal 
of concrete or natural stone. Itis the fastest WET grinder in 
the market. It is intended for all heavy duty stone grinding 
applications (bulk material removal, edge breaking, coarse 
grinding of uneven surfaces and polish preparation work).
*NOT intended for use with Diamond Cup Wheel

Flex L3410VRG is ideal for grinding, roughing, cutting, 
deburring and removal of rust. No matter what the task may 
be, the slim, saddle-shaped motor housing and easily-acces-
sible side switch mean that this FLEX sits perfectly in your 
hand. The �at aluminum die cast gear head allows the tool 
to reach into the tightest areas.

MODEL

MAX. BACK-UP PAD
 SPEED

L1503VR 

125mm
1200 - 3700 RPM

POWER INPUT/OUTPUT 1200 W / 700 W

MAX. POLISHING PAD 140 mm

MODEL

SPEED
POWER INPUT/OUTPUT

L1506

2200 - 6800 RPM
1200 W /700 W

TOOL FIXTURE M14

MAX. DISC 5”

MODEL

SPEED
POWER INPUT/ OUTPUT

LW1509

3000 - 11000 RPM
10 AMP / 880 W

TOOL FIXTURE 5/8 - 11

MAX. DISC 5”

MODEL

SPEED
POWER INPUT/OUTPUT

L3410VRG

8300 RPM
7.1 AMP / 500 W

MAX. DISC 4.5”

GRINDER GRINDER
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GOLZSince our founding in 1946, GÖLZ focuses 
on quality, service and innovation. GÖLZ 
constantly develop on new concepts and 
solutions for professional work with 
diamond tools and equipment. 

TILE
SAW

MODEL

POWER
MAX. BLADE

TS250

1.3 KW
10”

ARBOR
MAX. CUTTING DEPTH

5/8”
2.5”

CUTTING LENGTH 38.5” - 44.9”

MOTOR E Electric,110V, 20A, 50Hz, IP54

MODEL

POWER
WIRE STORAGE

KS400

4.5 HP
95”

WIRE SIZE
DRIVE SIZE

8”
16”

DRIVE Electric

MODEL

POWER
SPEED

KB200

2.8 KW
600 RPM

DRILLING SIZE 4.25” - 11”

MOTOR STIHL 2-stroke-engine

MODEL

POWER
BLADE

FS125

6.5 HP / 4.8 KW
350mm

FEED MOTION Push
CUTTING DEPTH ADJUSTMENT

MAX. CUTTING DEPTH
Handwheel

120mm
WATER TANK 25 L

POWER TRANMISSION Poly V Belt

ENGINE Honda GX200

CORE RIG
DRILL

FLOOR
SAW

WIRE
SAW

Gölz TS250 Tile Saw has Cutting head adjustable up to 45°, 
removable water tub and cutting table which is easy for 
cleaning, foldable legs, adjustable cutting length, electric 
water pump with quick coupling, and pluggable blade 
guard for easy changing of diamond blade.

Gölz KB200 core drilling machine is specially designed for 
taking core samples from roads or installing barrier posts 
and di�erent kind of bollards. 

Gölz FS125 Compact and solid Push Saw for small services 
and repair jobs in roadworks. The height adjustable Anti-Vi-
bration Handles have a clear focus on operator’s conve-
nience.

Gölz KS400 compact wire saw based on core drill rig KB400 
for small and precise cutting jobs, either dry or wet. Based 
on the modular Gölz system, the KS400 can be converted to 
a core drill rig within a few minutes. Good cutting perfor-
mance in reinforced steel, dry or wet, by using premium 8.5 
mm Gölz diamond wire.

• Sampling in asphalt and concrete pavements, Gate valves, 
Barrier posts or di�erent types of bollards, Air�eld lightning
• Travel length: 24 in. (600 mm)
•Twin column drill stand with road bases and roller guides
• Pressurized 10 1/2 qt (10 liter) water tank
• Exhaust gas hose, 158 in. (4 m)
• Tool- and fastening kit included
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GROVES
INC.

Groves inc. is the manufacturer of READY RACK. 
Fire department and industrial �re brigade 
storage products, glass and stone storage 
systems for storage and handling of �at glass 
and granite and solid surface slabs and bundles.

FABRICATION
TABLE

Groves Mobile heavy Duty Fabrication Table with heavy duty 
powder coated �nish comes with four heavy duty 5” diame-
ter swivel casters rated at 1000 lbs. each and four foot 
operated locks hold the table in place. Durable rubber is 
mounted on the top of the table to protect material.

MODEL HDT84M

W.L.L. 600 LBS

DIMENSION 24” x 43” x 84”

INSTALL
CART

Aluminum Install Cart uses 10" Semi-pneumatic casters, two 
swivel, and two rigid with brake that provide a dampening 
e�ect, when going over rough terrain. High ground-clear-
ance for stairs thresholds, and curbs. Neoprene rubber is 
mounted to the base and upright to help protect material 
and support cut outs. Lightweight and rust free aluminum 
frame eases mobility.

MODEL AIC-36

W.L.L. 750 LBS

BUNDLE
RACK

Groves Universal Storage System can be used on storing 
cuto�s, �nished products, remnants, vanity tops in a 
convenient organized manner. Outside rails are constructed 
of extruded aluminum, to provide strong, but lightweight 
storage solution. Posts are 1” diameter steel coated with a 
galvanized �nish and they can be removed for easy loading 
and unloading of product.

MODEL USS-5

W.L.L. 500 LBS
DIMENSION 6”  x 3” x 60”

INCLUDE USS-R(2), USS-P(30)

TRANSPORT
RACK

Economical cart designed for transporting and storing 
product in your shop or on the job. Included heavy duty 5″ 
casters with quick release mounting pins change the 
Economy Transport Cart from mobile to stationary in less 
than a minute. Heavy duty powder coated �nish and fork lift 
hoops mounted on sides. Bottom pads and uprights have 
full length rubber strips. 

MODEL ETC8448

W.L.L. 3600 LBS

DIMENSION 84” x 35” x 55”

LOAD HEIGHT 48”

CASTERS 62”

ETC8460

3600 LBS

84” x 35” x 67”

60”

74”
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HAWK
ENTERPRISES

Hawk is a manufacutrer of complete line 
of quality �oor machines at competitive 
price. Hawk will work hard to earn your 
business and meet your �oor care needs.

HAWK
ENTERPRISES

TEXHD
FLOOR

MACHINE

BRUTE
FLOOR

MACHINE

The TEXHD Floor machine is designed for stripping, scrub-
bing, sanding, and resurfacing. The TEXHD is built with the 
severe duty helical-cut gear drive, steel coupler, and a 180 
frame TEFC black motor. Use the TEXHD in the harshest 
conditions - dust, moisture, chemicals, stone and concrete 
work. 

Hawk Brute Floor Machine is desinged for grinding and 
polishing stone and concrete. It is built with severe-duty 
gear drive, a steel coupler and the 180-frame TEFC chrome 
motor. Use the Brute in the harshest conditions - dust, 
moisture, chemicals, and for sanding, screening, stone and 
concrete work.

MODEL

POWER
VOLTAGE

TEXHD

1.5HP
115-230 V, 60Hz

BRUSH SIZE 13", 15", 17", 20"

MODEL

POWER
VOLTAGE

BRUTE

1.5HP
115-230 V, 60Hz

BRUSH SIZE 13", 15", 17", 20"
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1250 High 
Speed 
Burnisher 

AC Motor - 1250 RPM - 20"

 The BlackHawk 1250 Burnisher uses a 1.5 HP AC enclosed motor to drives a 
20” pad at 1250 RPM for e�cient polishing of all hard �oor �nishes. . The 
welded steel frame and chromed handle are durable and reliable. It is remark-
ably easy to handle and can be used on all types of hard �oors. 

Power 
• 1.5 HP, 56C frame, TEFC dual capacitor AC motor 
• 115V, 50/60 Hz power. 50 ft., 14-3 STO power cord

Drive System 
• V-Belt drives pads at 1250 RPM 

Engineering Design
 
• Welded heavy gauge steel frame 
• One piece chromed heavy-duty steel handle 
• Molded plastic brush cover 
• Thumb-operated safety switch. Comfortable vinyl grips. 
• Negative pressure on/o� switch. Dual steel operating triggers. 
• Multiple position handle adjustment 
• Non-marking 1” x 5" non-marking ball bearing wheels 
• Includes �exible pad driver with spring-style 
pad centering clamp (KIT2014) 
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HERTRON
INTERNATIONAL

Hertron International manufactures chemicals 
exclusively for the stone and terrazzo indus-
try. Hertron has earned eleven U.S. and 
International patents for its unique products.

MARBLE
POLISH

POLISHING
PAD

PRIME
GRIND

PRIME GRIND A PRIME GRIND M

PRIME GRIND 1 PRIME GRIND 2

Marble Supreme is a marble ready mixed polishing paste or 
compound used for polishing marble countertops and 
�oors. It requires very simple instructions to polish stone 
with great depth. Produces a deeper, clearer polish, 15 to 
20% faster than competitive products tested. 

The CASH Diamond Polishing Pads are excellent for quick 
and e�ective polishing of terrazzo, travertine, marble, 
concrete and granite is required. Use with water. No 
chemical is required to achieve shine, but STI recommends 
Prime Grind 2  for abrasion resistance, slip resistance, and 
color enhancement.

MODEL MARBLE SUPREME

SIZE 10 LBS, 15 LBS
USE Marble, Travertine, Limestone, Terrazo

The �rst of two hardening agents of the prime grind system 
for polishing marble.  The marble polishing compound 
toughen and build a durable stone surface.  
Prime Grind "1" is used for "hardening" the marble by mop 
or applicator, and penetrates the stone to densify the 
interior. After the initial diamond cut is completed, apply 
Prime Grind 1 liberally onto the surface using a clean, dry 
mop or other suitable applicator. Except for dark-colored 
marble, the liquid should be left to dry on the surface 
overnight, or force dry using a carpet fan. On dark marble, 
rinse thoroughly before drying occurs to avoid spotting.

A supplement furnishing calcium, which reacts in conjunc-
tion with Prime Grind M to form an incomparably glossy, 
slip-resistant �nish.
Prime Grind “A” is applied directly to the marble with a spray 
applicator, and then spread with steel wool or hogs hair. This 
is the perfect product for high maintenance marble, or if the 
marble has a low calcium content.

Completes the chemical reaction with Prime Grind A to 
form a brilliant and durable �nish.
Prime Grind “M” is applied directly to the marble with a 
spray applicator. Bu�ng until dry with steel wool or hogs 
hair pads. Produces a mirror polish. May also be applied 
with water to enhance maintenance with auto scrubbers, or 
applied after powder polishing to remove any swirls or 
imperfections.

The second of two hardening agents used to ensure a 
long-lasting surface gloss. Used also as primary mainte-
nance product in automatic equipment or stand alone 
product for swing machine.
Prime Grind “2” is used to harden the surface of marble. This 
product may be applied full strength with a spray applica-
tor, then burnished into the marble with steel wool/hogs 
hair or applied in the solution tank and worked in with the 
polishing diamonds.

The Prime Grind System is a premium marble and terrazzo restoration system that focuses on leveling, deep 
cutting and grinding techniques to restore a wide range of stone surfaces. Designed for use by restoration 
contractors and other specially trained professionals.

MODEL

GRIT

CASH

400, 800, 1800
SIZE 17”, 20”
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HP
SPARTACOTE

HP Spartacote has several 
�oor coatings systems with 

long-lasting durable 
�nishes, engineered to 

withstand the harshest of 
environments. 

SPARTACOTE FLEX SB is a polyaspartic aliphatic polyurea sealer 
to �nish concrete coating designed for both decorative and 
protective �ooring applications. This high performance polyas-
partic concrete coating material is applied in single or multiple 
coats by brush, roller, squeegee or broom of varying thicknesses 
to a variety of substrates including concrete and metal.

• Available in a Clear Gloss and Low-Gloss (satin) �nish
• UV resistant
• Rapid cure schedule
• Cold-Weather Cure (-30ºF)
• Micro-media agents may be added for increased traction
• Excellent Impact & Abrasion resistance
• Superior top-coat chemical & stain resistance
• No Hot-tire pickup
• 2 Gallon, 10 Gallon Available

BLENDED CHIP

SPARTACOTE Chip is a multi-coat chip 
broadcast concrete coating system. It is 
designed to provide a capable, terraz-
zo-like seamless �ooring �nish suitable 
for numerous types of commercial and 
residential �ooring applications.

• Wide assortment of blends and �nishes
• May be used as a �oor & wall coating 
(vertical surface)
• Minimal maintenance
• UV stable coating
• Contoured �nish allows for optimal 
traction
• No hot-tire pickup
• 1-day installation with next-day return to 
service
• All-climate (including cold weather) 
installation
• Superior chemical resistance including 
gasoline, oil and de-icing salts

VIVID DYE

SPARTACOTE VIVID DYE is a highly 
decorative concrete dye and seal 
�ooring application that gives your 
�oor a variety of unique �nishes. As a 
popular alternative to polished or 
acid-stained concrete, this system 
o�ers a similar look with added 
durability and chemical resistance. It is 
available in a high, medium or low 
gloss �nish with optional �oor traction 
additives to enhance slip resistance.

• 15 available colors
• Colors may be used alone or in conjunc-
tion with one another to create a variegat-
ed �nish
• Stain resistant

METALLIC

SPARTACOTE Metallic Flooring Systems 
are designed to provide one of a kind 
color brilliance and depth. These 
unique concrete coatings may be 
manipulated in a number of ways to 
provide designers with the ability to 
signi�cantly enhance the ambiance of 
any environment. Their re�ective 
quality, color variation and durability 
make them a widely selected choice 
within commercial retail settings.

• 12 Vibrant Colors
• Easy to install 3-coat system
• Interior or exterior use
• Single day application with next-day 
return to service
• Unique application techniques
• UV stable
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FLOOR
GRINDER

VACUUM

TRAPEZOID

DURATIQ 8DURATIQ 6

Two machines completely redesigned, each with more than 100 new features, solutions and details matching the clearly set 
requirements and expectations of professional users and specialists the world over. The grinding head is built on an all-new design 
– based on equal portions of precision and strength. The completely dust tight, hermetically sealed design increases the service life 
of all components, while increasing grinding precision. Intuitive digital control panel called HMI and an equally smart remote 
control unit. The DURATIQ is based on an entirely new chassis design with full consideration to center of gravity, maneuverability 
and feel. This makes the DURATIQ easier to operate, with better ergonomics and increased safety. The DURATIQ features a number 
of innovations that all interact to increase e�ciency and improve the work environment.

HTC’s �agship dust extractor is a top class dust extractor for professional �ooring contractors who demand only the best. It will 
improve your e�ciency with up to 15% compared to a traditional solution. It is equipped with a high performance integrated 
pre-separator that removes up to 95% of the dust and increase �lter lifetime. Also it can be used in various ways depending on your 
setup. For maximum e�ciency and output we recommend a remote controlled grinder. If you use a traditional grinder without 
remote control you can still bene�t from the double Longopac® or make use of the optional remote control to turn on & o� the 
dust extractor from a distance.

MODEL

POWER
VOLTAGE

DURATIQ 6

6/7.5 KW
200-240V, 380-415V, 440-480V

GRINDING WIDTH
SPEED

600mm
450-1500 RPM

TYPE T, RT, X, RX

DURATIQ 8

12/15 KW

800mm
430-1430 RPM

MODEL

VOLTAGE
FREQUENCY

HTC 80 iD II

460V
50/60 Hz

DIMENSION
MAX THEORETICAL AIRFLOW

46" x 32" x 68"
476 CFM

MOTOR 11.5 HP

EZ PREP tools are speci�cally developed for removal of thinner coatings and for concrete surface levelling. Thanks to their versatili-
ty they are a safe �rst-hand choice for most occasions. They are also good choice if you would like to generate a structured surface 
with good adhesiveness when casting a �oor, no matter if its on top of screed or concrete.

16

MODEL EZ PREP 0 EZ PREP H1 EZ PREP M1 EZ PREP S1

GRIT
REMOVAL COATING 0-2mm

16
0-1mm

16
0-1mm 0-1mm

HTC
FLOOR

SYSTEMS

As the leading manufacturer and supplier of �oor grinding 
equipment, HTC has the largest range of products. Floor 
grinders cover everything from edges to huge areas of 
thousands of square meters and are suitable for �oor 
preparation, grinding and polishing.

MK Diamond Products

1.800.421.5830 • mkdiamond.com
© 2019 MK Diamond Products, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Images and specifications are subject to change without notice.

MK-2001SV  
14” Masonry Saw
Part# 161195

MK2425KSP  
24” Self Propelled 
Concrete Saw
Part# 170957

VTS-50
Floor Scraper
Part# 167676

MK Cyclone Vac
Part# 172791

MK-1800 
18” Concrete Saw

Part# 172739

MK-CX3
14” Concrete Saw

Part# 159345

SRX-150 Early Entry 
Concrete Saw

Part# 172023-H

EARLY ENTRY SAW

DiamondToolStore Full Page Ad 0219.indd   1 2/19/19   1:37 PM
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CHEMICAL

CURE+

GROUTING

STAIN PROTECTION

STAIN PROTECTION PRIMER

SUPERFLOOR DENSIFIER

HTC Cure+ is an advanced highly reactive concentrated 
mixture of potassium and lithium silicate for hardening and 
surface-enhancement of concrete and mineral materials 
such as cement-stabilised overlays and terrazzo.

A product used to �ll pores and cracks and is used during 
the HTC Super�oor™ process to satisfy high demands for 
pore free and homogeneous �oors.

Is a solution based special product for impregnation and 
sealing of all natural stone, terrazzo and concrete �oors. 
Provides a water and oil resistant surface.

This product is used as the �rst treatment before HTC Stain 
Protection, when the smallest change in surface color as 
possible is to be achieved.

This penetrating lithium silicate treatment reacts with the 
concrete to produce insoluble calcium silicate hydrate 
within the concrete pores. Treated surfaces resist damage 
from water and surface abrasion. The increased surface 
hardness improves diamond tooling performance, in-ser-
vice application/performance of the �ooring surface, 
reduces dusting and simpli�es maintenance, producing a 
cleaner, healthier environment.

MK Diamond Products

1.800.421.5830 • mkdiamond.com
© 2019 MK Diamond Products, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Images and specifications are subject to change without notice.

MK-2001SV  
14” Masonry Saw
Part# 161195

MK2425KSP  
24” Self Propelled 
Concrete Saw
Part# 170957

VTS-50
Floor Scraper
Part# 167676

MK Cyclone Vac
Part# 172791

MK-1800 
18” Concrete Saw

Part# 172739

MK-CX3
14” Concrete Saw

Part# 159345

SRX-150 Early Entry 
Concrete Saw

Part# 172023-H

EARLY ENTRY SAW

DiamondToolStore Full Page Ad 0219.indd   1 2/19/19   1:37 PM
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JESCRAFT Jescraft is a leading designer and manufacturer 
of jobsite material handling equipment and 
accessories serving the masonry, concrete, 
drywall, roo�ng, stone, and general construc-
tion markets.

DRYWALL
CART

CONCRETE
CART

SPREADER
BAR

Jescraft Drywall Cart features 11-gauge steel deck and 
formed structural struts for extreme durability. The sheetrock 
cart has a tilted steel deck ensures load retention. The 
Drywall Dolly is versatile for moving drywall, sheet rock, 
paneling, wall board, peg board, granite, stone slabs, 
masonite and more.

Jescraft heavy duty steel concrete carts help you easily move 
material to your work area. Comes standard with a formed 
top lip on all sides, reinforced corners and bolt-on ball-bear-
ing casters for easy replacement. Also included is an angled 
front panel to aid in material removal and dumping. 

The SBM Spreader Beam is ideal for loading/unloading and 
transporting large awkward items around the yard, ware-
house or fabrication facility. Slings or straps (not included) 
can easily hook onto the bar at each designated slot for 
moving large items, such as slabs or bundles. 
* CAUTION: OSHA requires contacting the manufacturer of 
your forklift to request speci�cations for the use of any 
forklift attachments to ensure your equipment has the 
adequate capacity to handle the desired load.

MODEL

SIZE
WEIGHT
CASTER

CASTER OPTION
DIMENSIONS

WB-100 WB-150

12” x 45” 18” x 48”

90 LBS 106 LBS

MOLD ON RUBBER, PHENOLIC, HPE, PNEUMATIC

2 RIGID/2 SWIVEL, 4 SWIVEL

24” x 47”x 48”

MODEL

WEIGHT
DIMENSION

JCC-10

172 LBS
52” x 23.5” x29.5”

CASTER 8” Mold on Rubber

W.L.L. 10 ft³

JCC-10B

178 LBS
45.5” x27.5” x 25.5”

10 ft³

JCC-10

136 LBS
43” x 23.5” x 25.5”

6.5 ft³

JCC-10B

130 LBS
37” x 23.5” x 25.5”

6 ft³

MODEL

DIMENSION
WEIGHT

SBM-96

96” x 11.5”
165 LBS

W.L.L. 10000 LBS
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K-Bond Polyester Flowing Adhesive for Stone Fabrication 

 

Ideal for patching, rodding and stone repairs. the K bond �owing 
polyester adhesive will �ll the toughest cracks for stone repair. 
With incredibly fast hardening time ranging from 20-60 minutes. 
Use K-Bond Polyester Flowing for the perfect application on 
natural stones. Compatible with Granite marble and travertine. 
We also have K-Bond Pre Mixed Color kits to match the color of 
your granite or marble perfectly. Resistant to water, gasoline and 
mineral oils the K-Bond Flowing Polyester is made to last! 

The Ideal Adhesive for stone fabri-
cation. Perfect for patching, rodding 
and stone repairs. 

the K bond �owing polyester adhesive 
will �ll the toughest cracks for stone 
repair.The K-Bond Flowing Grade 
Epoxy was engineered with the stone 
fabrication in mind. The K-bond Adhe-
sive is polishable within 20-30 after 
application. Use K-Bond Polyester 
Flowing for the perfect application on 
natural stones. 

KBOND

KBOND
FLOWING

POLYESTER

K BOND
 ELITE

Ideal for patching, rodding 
and stone repairs. With 

incredibly fast hardening 
time ranging from 20-60 

minutes.

KBOND 
FLOWING
POLYESTER

K-Bond Knifegrade Polyester Adhesive for Stone Fabrication 

 

Ideal for patching, rodding and stone repairs. With incredibly fast 
hardening time ranging from 20-60 minutes. Use K-Bond Polyes-
ter Flowing for the perfect application on natural stones. 
Compatible with Granite marble and travertine. We also have 
K-Bond Pre Mixed Color kits to match the color of your granite or 
marble perfectly. Resistant to water, gasoline and mineral oils the 
K-Bond Flowing Polyester is made to last! 
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KOBLENZ Koblenz is an international manufacturer of �oor 
care products, voltage regulators, battery back-
ups and washers. For over 40 years Koblenz has 
developed high quality Floor Care products 
targeted at solving real consumer needs.

FLOOR
MACHINE

AUTO
SCRUBBER

VACUUM
CARPET
BRUSH

The Koblenz Floor Machine comes stocked with a 17 or 20 
inches driver plate. This �oor bu�ng machine is has triple 
planetary all steel gears and 1.5 HP heavy duty motor. It is 
the perfect little bu�er for getting the job done and at 
responsible cost.

The Koblenz SP series �oor machines has rectangular pad 
and cast aluminum pad driver. Powered 1.5 HP induction 
motor. This �oor machines eliminate the need of costly 
chemical strippers and increases your productivity saving 
thousands of dollars each year.

The Koblenz backpack was designed to clean more with less 
downtime. The back plate support and the full padded 
shoulder straps were ergonomically designed to assure the 
operator maximum comfort. Ideal for vacuuming high tra�c 
areas, schools, conference rooms, o�ce buildings and much 
more.

Koblenz Carpet Brush 

The carpet cleaner's choice for shampooing the most heavily 
soiled carpets, nylon bristles do an outstanding job on all 
carpet types and also grout lines. The plastic block is 
water-resistant so it stands up to the heaviest cleaning jobs

MODEL

SPEED

RM-1715

175 RPM
MOTOR 1.5 HP

PAD SIZE 17”

RM-2015

20”

MODEL SP-15

MOTOR 1.5 HP
PAD SIZE 20” x 14”

SP-2815

28” x 14”

MODEL

FILTRATION SYSTEM
VACUUM WATER LIFT

BP-1400

4 STAGE
90”

MOTOR 1400 W MODEL KCB

SIZE 17”, 20”
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LATICRETE
Laticrete StoneTech Professional 
provides stone, tile and mason-
ry care solutions to keep natural 
stone beautiful.

SEALER CLEANER

POLISH
SPRAY

BONDING
AGENT

Stone & Tile Cleaner is a daily cleaner designed to clean 
every day messes on natural stone and tile. It is gentle 
formula and neutral PH that protect the stone or tile surfac-
es. You can choose type of formulas which are ready-to-use 
or concentrate. 

Bulletproof Sealer is advanced sealer, designed to provide 
maximum protection on nature stone against the toughest 
oil and water-based stains. It can be use on interior and 
exterior tiles as well as natural and engineered stone such as 
marble, granite, limestone, travertine, and more. 

LATAPOXY 310 Stone Adhesive is a two component, high 
strength epoxy adhesive, which is formulated for spot 
bonding �xing method of tile and stone installations on 
vertical surfaces. LATAPOXY 310 Stone Adhesive maintains 
its non-sag consistency at high temperatures up to 95°F 
(35°C). 

Stone & Tile Cleaner is a daily cleaner designed to clean 
every day messes on natural stone and tile. It is gentle 
formula and neutral PH that protect the stone or tile surfac-
es. You can choose type of formulas which are ready-to-use 
or concentrate. 

MODEL

USE

BULLETPROOF

Marble, Granite, Limestone, Travertine, 
Sandstone, Saltillo, Bluestone

SIZE Pint, Quart, Gallon

MODEL

USE

POLISH

Marble, Granite, Limestone, Travertine
SIZE 24oz Spary

MODEL LATAPOXY 310

SIZE 10L SET, 20L SET

MODEL

USE

STONE & TILE CLEANER

Marble, Granite, Limestone, Travertine, 
Slate, Sandstone, Flagstone, Masonry, Concrete, 

Ceramic Tile, Porcelain Tile, Grout

SIZE 24oz Spray, Quart, Gallon
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MAKITA With 100 years of experience, Makita is the inno-
vation leader in power tools. Makita meets the 
demands of the construction world with tools and 
accessories engineered to help make users more 
productive to meet high e�ciency standards.

GRINDER

WET
POLISHER

GRINDER

SAW

Makita 9564CV Angle Grinder is one of the most popular 
hand grinders on the market. Great for grinding granite, 
marble, stone, and concrete. The Hand Grinder is 5 stage 
variable speed and has a 12 AMP motor. The angle grinder 
has standard threading and works with most standard 
diamond cup wheels. Electronic limiter stops the motor and 
prevents accidental motor overload and burnout. Labyrinth 
construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 
from dust and debris by creating a complex set of channels. 
Full manufacturer's warranty.

Engineered for a professional �nish every time, the Makita 
wet polisher has soft-start technology that delivers smooth 
start-ups. The electronic speed controls of this electric hand 
polisher can maintain speeds under loads. This hand 
polisher also includes a ground fault circuit interrupter 
(GFCI) Plug. Perfect for Granite, Marble, Limestone and 
many other stone polishing applications, the powerful 7.9 
amp has multiple speeds for professional �nishes. Finally, 
this hand polisher accepts the most popular water hose 
connections.

Makita GA7031Y is a 7” angle grinder with rotatable rear 
handle. It is ideal for welders, stone �nishers, masons, and 
fabricators for cutting and grinding material. Tool-less 
wheel cover allows for easy guard adjustment to multiple 
grinding and cutting angles. Labyrinth construction 
minimizes dust and debris penetration. AC/DC switch for 
use with alternative power source. Large rubber tool rest to 
help protect tool and surfaces from damage. Protective 
zig-zag varnish seals the armature from dust and debris for 
longer tool life.

Makita 4100NH Saw is designed for cutting in stone, 
masonry, tile and concrete with high power. It cuts up to 
1-3/8” and has compact design at only 8-5/8” and weighs 
only 6.5 lbs. Lock-o� button helps prevent accidental 
start-ups. Flat rear side of motor housing allows for easy 
blade changes. 

MODEL

SPEED
USE

9564CV

Variable 5 Stage
Granite, Marble, Concrete

MOTOR 12 AMP

MODEL

SPEED
SPINDLE THREAD

GA7031Y

8500 RPM
5/8” x 11

WIRE CUP BRUSH
SANDING DISC

6”
7”

MOTOR 15 AMP

MODEL

SPEED
SPINDLE THREAD

PW5001C

2000 - 4000 RPM
5/8” -11 UNC

USE Granite, Marble, Limestone, other Stone

MOTOR 7.9 AMP

MODEL

SPEED
BLADE

4100NH

14500 RPM
4-3/8”

ARBOR
MAX. CUTTING DEPTH

3/4”
1-3/8”

MOTOR 12 AMP
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MALISH
A global leader in �oor care products, 
The Malish Corporation o�ers a broad 

line of cylinder brushes, rotary/disc 
brushes and accessories for commercial 

�oor machines.

CONCRETE
PREP
TOOL

DRIVER

STRIPPING
BRUSH

NYLON
BRUSH

MAL-GRIT brushes o�er solutions to a wide range of clean-
ing situations. Silicon carbide impregnated nylon bristles are 
self-replenishing as brush wears, o�ering unmatched value 
that outlasts �oor pads over 100 to 1! That translates directly 
into time and cost savings. Featuring our water and chemi-
cal resistant TUFF-BLOCK for maximum life expectancy. All 
grit brushes must be run in a wet environment. Trim Length: 
1-1/2". This heavy gauge nylon with larger grit is used for 
stripping heavily soiled �oors, such as concrete �oors in an 
industrial setting.

All Malish showerfeed brushes feature our water and 
chemical-resistant TUFF-BLOCK Showerfeed System for 
improved performance and long lasting life. Nylon 
TUFF-BLOCK Showerfeed Brush is for cleaning hard surfaces. 
Nylon scrubbing brushes feature .028" diameter �ll material 
throughout the block. Nylon is more �exible and will last the 
longest. Trim length is 1 1/2". These brushes are great for 
concrete, tile, terrazzo, linoleum, and non-slip epoxy �nish.

The Diamabrush is a beast when it comes to performing 
coatings or mastic removal. The Diamabrush concrete prep 
tool is designed to not only remove coatings, but prep the 
concrete for the next step whether it be polishing or apply a 
concrete coating or epoxy.  The Diamabrush patented 
metallic blade is the �rst of six steps to a rejuvenated 
concrete �oor. A 100 diamond grit is bonded to metallic 
backing and assembled to a �exible, spring-steel blade. The 
�exible blade allows the diamond to remain in constant 
contact with the �oor, maximizing the tools e�ectiveness.

Malish professional-grade Heavy Duty Sandpaper Driver is 
constructed from marine grade plywood and features a 3/8" 
thick foam pad for gripping sandpaper. A durable aluminum 
casting centers the sandpaper and will provide years of 
service. Includes NP-9200 TRU-FIT Universal Clutch Plate to 
�t most machines. Riser is attached.

MODEL

ARBOR

DIAMABRUSH CONCRETE PROP TOOL

25, 100
SIZE 12”, 13”, 14”, 15”, 16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”

MODEL HEAVY DUTY SANDPAPER DRIVER

SIZE 14”, 15”, 16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”

MODEL MAL-GRIT BRUSH

SIZE 10”, 11”, 12”, 13”, 14”, 15”, 
16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”, 21”

MODEL TUFF BLOCK SHOWERFEED BRUSH

SIZE 10”, 11”, 12”, 13”, 14”, 15”, 
16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”, 21”
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MIRACLE
SEALANTS

Miracle Sealants Company has a complete line 
of chemical products which are incredibly 
popular worldwide for your tile, grout, stone 
and masonry needs. 

SEALER

CLEANER

SPECIALTY

Miracle 511 Seal & Enhance is a unique, solvent-base formula designed to 
eliminate the need to use an impregnator before using a color enhancer for 
maximum stain protection and superior color enhancement. It will enhance 
the color and rejuvenate the appearance of tumbled, honed, acid-washed, 
sandblasted, �amed, textured, even polished stone and tile surfaces. In 
addition, it revitalizes old and worn stone and tile installations. It can be used 
successfully in both interior and exterior environments and is freeze/thaw 
resistant.

Tile & Stone Cleaner is a concentrated pH neutral cleaner designed for all 
surfaces. The Tile and Stone Cleaner is strong enough for the professional, 
yet gentle enough for the do-it-yourself specialist. Tile and Stone Cleaner is a 
nontoxic cleaner that can handle the most di�cult stains, yet is gentle 
enough for everyday use.  The stone �oor cleaner is used for granite, marble, 
tile, limestone, and natural stone.

511 Anti-Slip Formula is a penetrating sealer designed for the anti-slip 
protection of all tile and stone surfaces. 511 Anti-Slip Formula is not a surface 
coating and will not alter the natural look. All surfaces treated are less 
slippery. Use interior and exterior. Weather resistant. Safe for food areas.

MODEL

USE

511 SEAL & ENHANCE

Granite, Marble, Natural Stone, 
Slate, Limestone, Tile, Grout

SIZE 1 Quart, 1 Gallon

MODEL

USE

TILE & STONE CLEANER

Granite, Marble, Natural Stone, 
Slate, Limestone, Tile, Grout, Travertine

SIZE 8 oz, 32 oz, 1 Quart, 1 Gallon

MODEL

USE

511 ANTI-SLIP FOMULA

Granite, Marble, Natural Stone, 
Slate, Limestone, Tile, Grout, Travertine

SIZE 1 Pint, 1 Quart
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MK
DIAMOND

Diamond Tool Store has a 
wide variety of MK Diamond 
products in stock including 
precision diamond saw 
blades, equipment and other 
stone working accessories.

TILE
SAW

CONCRETE
SAW

DIAMOND
BLADES

CORE
BIT

CONCRETE
MIXER

CORE
RIG

The MK-660’s innovative direct drive motor technology is 
whisper quiet and powerful enough to deliver fast cutting 
on any type of tile up to 14" in length. The MK-660 is made 
with solid steel frame for durability, yet is lightweight and 
portable so it can be easily be taken to any job-site. 

The MK-Pro Series is designed and engineered for use on 
high horsepower, �at saws. This Professional Series is for 
contractors who insist on optimal performance. Pro Series 
blades are available in a variety of bond hardness to assure 
maximum performance.

The Canoga 113 Series of concrete mixers are towable with a 
welded steel frame and torsion bar suspension. Model 113 
mixers feature cast iron ring and pinion drive system. Simple 
dump mechanism is easy to use and provides control when 
discharging material. 

A Light weight and portable core drill rig for wet coring of 
concrete, stone and masonry. This core rig has four base 
leveling screws for precise drill alignment, and anchor base 
for vertical and horizontal drilling. It also has integrated 
water feed with �ow valve and quick disconnect and single 
lever “Slip-through” feed handle.

MK Core Bits can be use on drilling through porcelain, 
granite, marble, tile, stone, and masonry. Drilling time 
reduced by 50% compared with traditional metal-bond core 
bits. It designed to operate on any corded or battery 
operated hand drill. Slotted edge and reverse thread spiral 
provide more water into the cut for quicker drilling and 
extended drill life.

The MK heavy-duty service Concrete Saw has been 
engineered for operator convenience, improved accessibili-
ty for maintenance and better control during operations. 
ThIS Series has been designed for both front and rear 
pivoting and has easily removable rear and side panels to 
provide easy accessibility for maintenance. MODEL

BLADE
ARBOR

MK-660

7”
5/8”

SPEED 3500 RPM
CUTTING DEPTH 2”

POWER 3/4HP, 120 V

MODEL MK CORE BITS
SIZE 3/16”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 

1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-3/8”

MODEL MK-3000, 4000, 5000, 6000

BLADE
MOTOR Gas, Disel, Electronic

20”, 26”, 30”, 36”
SPEED 1350 - 2200

MODEL

VOLUME

CONOGA113

6-1/3 ft³
DRUM DIMENSION

DRUM OPENING
26” x 28” x 26”

16”

MOTOR Electric or Honda Engine

WIDTH 0.125”, 0.145”, 0.155”, 0.165”, 
0.187”, 0.210”, 0.220”, 0.250”

MODEL CONOGA113

SIZE 12”, 14”,16”, 18”, 20”, 24”, 26”, 30”, 36”, 42”

MODEL

SPEED
MOTOR SPINDLE

MANTA IV

700 RPM
1.25”-7 UNC

DRILLING CAP. 6”

MOTOR 120V / 60Hz
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MK
DIAMOND
PRODUCTS

12” TILE & 
STONE SAW

12" STONE 
RAIL SAW

PROFILER
10" WET 

CUTTING 
TILE SAW 

The MK-212 Professional Tile and Stone Saws are built rugged 
and portable for use on any jobsite. The powerful 2 Hp direct 
drive motor is fully enclosed for greater protection. The 
adjustable built-in miter system allows cuts at all angles from 
45° to 90°. The plunge cutting head has a pivoting blade guard 
for easy blade changes. 

The MK-EZ Pro�ler makes pro�ling tile, granite, marble and 
limestone easy. It is highly portable and is designed to 
provide fabrication quality performance on any jobsite. 
There is a complete range of standard pro�le shapes 
available as accessories. The adjustable head allows pro�ling 
materials up to 1-1/4” thick.

The TX-4™ features an innovative maintenance free guide 
bar system that eliminates the need for regular lubrication. 
The tilting head allows 22.5 and 45 degree miter cuts. The 
water distribution system provides a controllable, even �ow 
to both sides of the blade.

The MK-1590 Stone Rail Saw has been designed and built to 
exacting standards. The extruded aluminum rail system 
provides straight and accurate cutting. The vibration-free 
rail system is �tted with anti-wear nylon slides to prevent 
damage to the work piece during all cutting operations. 
Vacuum Clamp System included

MODEL

BLADE
ARBOR

MK-212-6

12”
1”

CUTTING DEPTH 3”
LENGTH OF CUT 72”

PART# 167882

POWER     2 Hp, 120V, 18 Amp

MODEL

AMPS
MOTOR RPM

MK-EZ PROFILER™

7.4
6,000

SHAFT 5/8"-18
PART# 170565

MOTOR 1-1/4 Hp, 120V

MODEL

BLADE
ARBOR

MK-1590V

12”
1”

CUTTING DEPTH 2-7/8"
LENGTH OF CUT 130”

PART# 166398

POWER      1-3/4 Hp, 120V

MODEL

BLADE
ARBOR

TX-4™

10”
1”

CUTTING DEPTH 3-1/2"
LENGTH OF CUT 24"

PART# 171231

POWER      1-3/4 Hp, 120V

Diamond Tool Store has a wide variety of 
MK Diamond products in stock including 
precision diamond saw blades, equipment 
and other stone working accessories.

MK-415 
BLADES  

7" BLADE PART# 157511
10" BLADE PART# 153495

For Porcelain, Granite, Marble and Stone.

MK-215GL-XL 
BLADES  

7" BLADE PART# 168437
10" BLADE PART# 168439

For Glass.
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MOTOR
SCRUBBER

Built on quality, reliability and performance MotorScrub-
ber are cleaning and hygiene experts renowned for manu-
facturing robust, heavy duty cleaning machines. The 
machines are designed for professional use, o�ering the 
user faster cleaning while achie nding results and best of 
all MotorScrubber is enjoyable to use.

HANDY
MOTOR

SCRUBBER

JET
MOTOR

SCRUBBER

MOTOR
SCRUBBER

For a versatile and easy to use handheld battery powered scrubbing tool choose 
MotorScrubber Handy. All the power you need at your �ngertips for an outstanding 
clean. It is waterproof by design making it ideal for use in kitchens, bathrooms and 
vehicle cleaning. Its ergonomic design allows the user to work e�ectively and 
comfortably without tiring. This rechargeable multi-purpose cleaning tool is a must 
have for anyone, moving seamlessly between everyday tasks like tile, grout and 
oven cleaning. It gets into grooves, corners and slits such as tiles, door hinges, 
around taps and window frames and yet is powerful enough to clean larger surfaces 
like bathtubs and work surfaces. The Handy kit comes with multiple heads making 
light work of any job. 

The MotorScrubber Jet with integrated chemical injection gives you an incredible 
deep clean up to 3m / 10ft high. The fully adjustable jet at the scrubbing head can 
be angled to your desired position allowing the direct application of solution to 
surface. The 1l / 0.26 gal chemical tank is securely and neatly contained within the 
backpack and can be easily removed and replaced for quick re�lling. The easy dose 
system means no chemical is wasted for the perfect dilution every time. A commer-
cial grade high pressure pump delivers the cleaning solution through the coiled 
water pipe, hidden inside the telescopic handle, while the military grade 'LEMO' 
electrical connectors provide ultra-reliability. For freedom to clean anywhere choose 
MotorScrubber Jet.

The idea that the Motor Scrubber can reach hard to access places and reduces 
manual labour was what attracted Vasilyeva the most. Add to that the multi-purpose 
functionality of the product and she was determined to have a demonstration at her 
property. The Excel and MotorScrubber team visited One & Only Royal Mirage and 
demonstrated how the machine can work on the mosaic panelled washroom walls 
and �oors and as a marble polishing machine.

MODEL

RUNTIME
CHARGING TIME

HANDY MOTOR SCURBBER

1 Hour
3.5 Hours

BRUSH PRESSURE
WATERPROOF

180 RPM
IP67 Rated

BATTERY 3.6V NI-MH Rechargeable

MODEL

RUNTIME
CHARGING TIME

JET MOTOR SCURBBER

3.5 Hour
8 Hours

BRUSH PRESSURE
SCRUBBING WIDTH

354 RPM
18 cm

BATTERY 12V 7Ah Sealed Lead Acid

MODEL MS2000L

STARTER KIT LongHandle

MS2000M

Medium Handle

MS2000S

Hand Held
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HANDY
MOTOR

SCRUBBER
ACC

JET MOTOR
SCRUBBER

ACC

MOTOR
SCRUBBER

ACC

MODEL

MSHSS
MSHSB

DESCRIPTION

Handy Stainless Steel Brush Set (3 Brushes)
Handy Soft Brush And Polishing Set

MSHMR1
MSHC

Maroon Pad Single
Handy Cone Shaped Crevice Brush

MSHR Handy Round Brush
MSHG
MSHP

Handy Grout Brush
Handy Velcro Pad Holder

MSHBAT Handy Spare Rechargeable Battery 

MODEL

JETF2
JETF3

DESCRIPTION

Fuel Tile & Grout Case of 24 Cartridges
Fuel Hard Surface Case of 24 Cartridges

JETF1 Fuel Degreaser Case of 24 Cartridges

MODEL

MS3004N
MS3060, MS3065

DESCRIPTION

Control Handle Aluminium with Rubber Grip
MotorScrubber Carry Bag (Black, Red)

MS1020
MS1022

12V DC Battery Post Adapter
12V DC Cigarette Lighter Adapter

MS1025 12V DC 750cm Extension Cable
MS1030HD Sponge Disc for Cleaning Vehicles

MS3003 Handle(15”, 30”, 50”)

MODEL DESCRIPTION
BRUSHES

MS1039P
MS1039SG

Aggressive Strength Scrubbing Brush Orange Bristles
Aggressive Strength Scrubbing Brush with Splash Ring

MS1039TG
MS1040

Tile & Grout Cleaning Brush
Disc for Applying Wax

MS1041 Medium Strength Cleaning Brush Red Bristles
MS1044 Long Bristle Soft Brush with Grey Bristles
MS1046 Pad Holder Drive Plate
MS1049 Mity-Lok (Aluminium Disc for Old Style Stair Brush MS1048)

MS1050 New Stair & Baseboard Brush

MS1038 Delicate Cleaning Brush Black Bristles

BRUSHES

MS1062
MS1064

8” Green �bre Stripping Pad Box of 10
8” Red �bre Stripping Pad Box of 10

MS1066
MS1068

8” White �bre Stripping Pad Box of 10
8” Blue  Pad Box of 10

MS1069
MS1070

8” High Performance Stripping Pad Box of 10

MS1053
8” Melamine Pad Box of 5

MS1071
7.5” Micro�bre Multipurpose Cleaning Pad

MS3080
Crystaliser Pad Stainless Steel Pack of 2

Protection Against Water Spray Splashguard
211763, 211760, 211759 8” Twister Diamond Pad Pack of 2

(800, 1500, 3000 Grit)

MS1060 8” Black �bre Stripping Pad Pack of 10
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MULTIQUIP

Multiquip has a full line of innovative 
construction equipment which are 
highly reliability, e�ciency and 
ultra-quiet performance including 
rammers, rollers, plate compactors and 
other compaction equipment for 
concrete and masonry.

TILE
SAW

MASONRY
SAW

CORE
DRILL

CONCRETE
SAW

Core drill rigs are designed to work with heavy-duty core 
drills. These aluminum column and base assemblies feature 
wheels for easy movement. They can be bolted to a wall or 
�oor or used with optional vacuum system for added 
versatility. Smaller bases excel in con�ned drilling areas 
while angled bases are used wherever angled drilling is 
required.

Robust design for the professional who handles large cuts 
on ceramic, stone or masonry materials. A sturdy precision 
steel frame and easy removable molded thermal water tray 
provide durability and longevity. An innovative 
water-cooled bearing assembly works in conjunction with 
the water pump to keep key bearing components running 
cooler.

The Mason Pro MP1 Series combines portability and perfor-
mance in one compact package. This saw is designed for 
vigorous masonry cutting operations. Reinforced, jig-welded 
steel frame construction provides rigidity for cutting 
accuracy and long service life. 

Multiquip's Street Pro SP2 self-propelled slab saws o�er the 
proven design and engineering to take on the toughest 
diamond sawing tasks. It is a powerful concrete saw with 
Honda GX630 Gasoline Engine. It has 20” blade guard, water 
tank, and adjustable handle bar. Trusted Hydrostatic Trans-
mission for Easy FWD/REV propulsion.

MODEL

RECOMMENDED DRILL

CDM3SP

Milwaukee4096, 4094
DM15A9C with CDM3SP adapter)

MAX. CORE BIT 10” (12” with use CDM3SP adapter block)

MODEL

BLADE
CUTTING DEPTH

SP2S20H20

20”
7.5”

DIMENSION 23.75” x 36.25” x72”

POWER 18 HP HONDA GX620 Electric Start

MODEL

BLADE
CUTTING DEPTH

WEIGHT

MP120E

14”
5”

POWER 1.5HP

MP120E

14”
5”

2HP

MP120E

14”
5”

218 LBS 222 LBS 260 LBS

4.8HP
MODEL

BLADE
SPEED

TP24X

10”
3450 RPM

ARBOR
CUTTING DEPTH

5/8”
2-7/8”

POWER 1.5HP, 115 V / 15A 60Hz

WATER PUMP / PAN 115V 100GPH / ABS
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AERO400

Very Fast, Smooth Cutting. The .590" High 
Segment Rim adds extremely long life whether 
cutting wet or dry in hard materials. Exclusive 
arrow shape protection inserts for precision 
straight cuts. A ventilated waved steel core for 
better cooling and intensive use. Exceptional 
cutting on a very wide range of materials with 
a high quality �nish cut. Designed for ceramic 
and stone tiles, granite, marble, very hard brick 
and other very hard and dense material. 

CGDMBR1401

High Performance when on all kinds of 
hard material, smooth, fast and accurate 
cuts when dry on larger masonry saws.

Clipper Duo Evo Segmented Rim for concrete 
cutting 

The Unique shape of the DUP EVO and DUO segments 
optimizes the angle of attack while enhancing the 
evacuation of the particles. The Result is an exceptional 
cutting speed allied with optimum performance life up 
to 50% over other blades in critically hard materials. 

Clipper 
Charger 
Dry 

NORTON
Norton specializes in the manufacture 

of abrasive products for applications in 
the autobody, construction, 

welding/industry, and marine/compos-
ite markets as well as for contractors 

and DIY consumers.

Clipper 
Aero-Jet

CLIPPER 
DUO EVO 
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OMEGA
DIAMOND

Omega Diamond was originally founded to produce 
diamond tooling for the ultra-precise semiconductor and 
optics industry, they have expanded into the stone indus-
try. Since then they have produced amazing hand tools 
like our famous Blue Ripper Rail Saw Series and strong Red 
Ripper Router and the best stone shear on the market.

OMEGA
DIAMOND

INC.

STONE
ROUTER

MITER 
RAIL 
SAW

BLUE
RIPPER

BLUE
RIPPER JR.

The Blue Rail Ripper Saw can cut through 4cm thick stone. 
Simple and strong, the blade cuts next to rail so setting up 
is fast and easy. No gauge, shims, or o�set measurements 
are needed. The reduced weight also minimizes risk of 
cracking narrow or thin pieces of material.

The Blue Ripper Miter Master Rail Saw creates a perfectly 
mitered edge by cutting both 45 degree angles simultane-
ously. We recommend that you use 5 inch blades with these 
machines. Optional rails (12’4”, 7’8”, 5’0”) and variable speed 
motors are available. Constructed with durable Lightweight 
materials, only 28 lbs. 

The Red Ripper Ultralight Stone Router is lightest router yet! 
You can easily pick up this router with one hand! It is built 
for pro�ling sinks and edges, and is perfect for pre-fabs. 
Works on both natural and engineered stone. It uses 
standard 7/8 bore and M10-1.5 bolt router bits and has a 
hydroplaning base that helps the router move smoothly 
over the surface of the stone without scratching it.

The Blue Ripper Jr is powerful, light-weight, portable 
granite rail saw makes cutting granite countertops a breeze! 
By using the rail system there is no need to use gauges, 
shims, or o�set measurements. With this rail system you will 
have accuracy and smoothness absolutely better, and 
faster, than by hand. 

MODEL

SPEED
POWER

MOTOR

WEIGHT
BLADE

2HP 3HP 5HP

1750 RPM 1750 RPM 3450 RPM
110 V 220 V 230 V

TEFC Lincoln Induction Custom Water 
Cooled Motor

79 LBS 79 LBS 68 LBS
14” 14”14”

ARBOR 60mm 60mm60mm

MODEL

BLADE
ARBOR

BLUE RIPPER JR

8”
5/8”

WEIGHT
CUTTING DEPTH

19.8 LBS
2cm

SPEED 4300 RPM

MODEL

WEIGHT
CUTTING DEPTH

MITER MASTER RAIL SAW

28 LBS
3cm

BLADE 5”
MODEL

WEIGHT
MOTOR

RED RIPPER

12 LBS
Makita 9564CV/9565CV

POWER 110 V, 12 AMP

ROUTER BIT 7/8”
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MODEL

BLADE
ARBOR

BLUE RIPPER JR

8”
5/8”

WEIGHT
CUTTING DEPTH

19.8 LBS
2cm

SPEED 4300 RPM

MODEL

SPEED
POWER

MOTOR

WEIGHT
BLADE

2HP 3HP 5HP

1750 RPM 1750 RPM 3450 RPM
110 V 220 V 230 V

TEFC Lincoln Induction Custom Water 
Cooled Motor

79 LBS 79 LBS 68 LBS
14” 14”14”

ARBOR 60mm 60mm60mm

www.diamondtoolstore.com

OMEGA
DIAMOND

INC.

PACKAGE
DEAL

BLUE RIPPER PACKAGE

BLUE RIPPER JR. PACKAGE

The Blue Rail Ripper Saw can cut through 4cm thick stone. 
Simple and strong, the blade cuts next to rail so setting up is 
fast and easy. No gauge, shims, or o�set measurements are 
needed. The reduced weight also minimizes risk of cracking 
narrow or thin pieces of material.

Packages are available in 3HP or 5HP with or without  7’ & 13’ 
Rails 

Includes a 6 Pack of DIAPLUS 14” Array Pattern Archon Blades 

The Blue Ripper Jr is powerful, light-weight, portable granite 
rail saw makes cutting granite countertops a breeze! By using 
the rail system there is no need to use gauges, shims, or o�set 
measurements. With this rail system you will have accuracy 
and smoothness absolutely better, and faster, than by hand. 

Packages are available in 3HP or 5HP with or without  7’ & 13’ 
Rails 

Includes a 6 Pack of DIAPLUS 8” Array Pattern Archon Blades 
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OMNI
CUBED

Omni Cubed, Inc. specializes in products that provide 
reductions in time, labor, and money spent on stone 
fabrication and related processes. Proudly manufactured 
and assembled in the USA. Excellent customer service as a 
top priority, as well as being honest and fair in all business 
transactions.

CART

CLAMP

SINK HOLE
SAVER

The Pro-Dolly HD1 allows easier transport and installation of counter-
tops. An aluminum frame makes this dolly extremely compact and 
lightweight at only 21 pounds, yet strong enough to accommodate a 
750lbs load. The dolly's low pro�le allows more clearance for tall pieces 
through doorways. This product is often used in pairs to handle 
extra-large pieces (up to 1,500lbs). Integrated clamps hold countertops 
securely on the dolly, so the dolly can stay attached from fabrication 
shop to �nal placement. The HD1 features 8" non-marking, �at-free tires 
with excellent shock absorption, and a rubber-lined support rail to 
prevent damage to stone.

The Lam-Clamp has revolutionized countertop edge laminations by 
exceeding traditional methods in e�ciency, seam quality, and durability. 
The Lam-Clamp's patented design features hidden clamp threads, which 
protects them from epoxy contamination, so they outlast any other 
clamps on the market. Available in six sizes for truly customizable 
application. The shorter lengths wrap easily around curved edges, while 
the longer lengths are ideal for speed and e�ciency.

The Sink Hole Saver Manual is a surface-mounted reinforcement system 
that strengthens fragile materials during lifting, transportation, and 
installation. This product features proprietary, non-marking vacuum cups 
with triple sealing rings for a strong, reliable hole-even on textured and 
leathered surfaces. Vacuum cups can be re-pumped in place without loss 
of remaining suction, and red-collar indicators on thumb pumps allow 
vacuum pressure to be monitored at a glance. New knurled lock-knobs 
allow quick repositioning of cups around cutouts. The Sink Hole Saver 
Manual is available in three lengths, with three optional accessories 
(Angle Bracket, Vertical Lifting Handle Kit, and Extension Bracket Kit), to 
provide a protection solution for any situation.

MODEL

GRIP RANGE

PRO-DOLLY HD1

2.88”
WEIGHT

DIMENSION
21 LBS

22” x 11” x 9”

W.L.L. 750 LBS

MODEL

WEIGHT

4149-SHSM-17

7 LBS
LENGTH 4’

6149-SHSM-17

10 LBS
6’

8149-SHSM-17

12 LBS
8’

MODEL

WEIGHT

A100-045

15 LBS
LENGTH 5”

A100-040

20 LBS
10”

2100-LC

5 LBS
2’

3100-LC

7 LBS
3’

4100-LC

9 LBS
4’
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ANCHOR
MACHINE

CARRYING
CLAMP

SEAMER

The Pro-Anchor T-31 Anchor Machine easily and precisely cuts curved 
T-slots in stone for bottom-mount sinks and architectural facings. The 
machine features precision alignment indicators for accuracy, and a 
unique split-clamp design for optimum grinder stability. The optional 
vacuum base is separated into two independent zones, enabling use 
near cutouts or edges where the entire base cannot be in contact with 
the stone surface. The vacuum base seal is cut from a single piece of 
neoprene rubber to provide a seamless, leak-proof seal for minimal air 
consumption. The machine also features quick-couplers for air and water, 
and the water hose easily detaches to spray the work area. The grinder 
accepts any T-31 anchor bit with a ¼” shank. All models include a 
convenient carrying/storage case; electric models include a GFCI outlet 
adapter.

The Mega-Jaw is a quick and easy, gravity-assisted carry clamp. The 
clamps distribute weight to both arms, reducing strain and enabling 
safer, more ergonomic carrying of stone. The clamps feature strong, 
lightweight aluminum arms and durable, non-marking rubber gripping 
pads. Mega-Jaws open wide (to 2.4") and can accommodate up to 500 
pounds per pair. The gravity-assist action makes the clamps grip tighter 
as more weight is lifted, for a secure hold on heavy tops.

MODEL

GRIP RANGE

MJ-126-15

0.24” - 2.4” 
WEIGHT

DIMENSION
6  LBS

18” x 8” x 6”

W.L.L. 500 LBS / Pair

The Manual Stealth Seamer is the ultimate heavy-duty manual seam 
setter for joining and leveling seams. Countertop seams easily open and 
close by use of a smooth-turning knurled roller, and the working area is 
open and accessible with the units in place. Four leveling components 
allow “�ne-tune” adjustment on both sides of the seam, and they feature 
non-spinning, leveling feet with vinyl caps to prevent scratching of 
countertop surfaces. A red-line indicator on each cup alerts user if 
re-pumping is needed. Use alone or in pairs; best for non-porous 
materials.

MODEL

CUP DIAMETER

8129-STM

8”
WEIGHT

DIMENSION
10  LBS

22” x 10” x 4”

W.L.L. 500 LBS / Pair

MODEL

WEGIHT

PA-132-P

10 LBS
POWER Pneumatic

PA-132-E

12.5 LBS
Electric
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FROM START TO FINISH,
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.

* Pricing shown is as of February 2019 - pricing is subject to change.

Foldable A-Frame Economy A-Frame
24,000 lb. capacity. Base arms fold up for 
ease of storage when frames are not in use.

24,000 lb. capacity. Bottom U-channel is 
designed to hold 2x4 wood to support load.

60" L x 60" W x 58" H  

Model FAF-60

60" L x 60" W x 58" H  

Model ECOA

$20500 $26800

Heavy Duty Transport Rack
4,000 lb. capacity. For fabrication and 
transportation to the job site *Shown with 
optical caster kit: CK-4
82" L x 44" W x 58" H  

Model TR-4482

$149000

Single Sided Shop Carts
2,000 lb. capacity. Move materials throughout 
your shop or warehouse with ease in this well 
designed cart!
72" L x 24" W x 56" H  

Model SSSC-7248

$84000

Miter Up
The only clamping device designed to work 
with the countertop surface facing up. Made 
of heavy-duty aluminum. Other lengths 
available.
6’ Length 

Model MU200-6

$118700

Heavy-Duty Fabrication Table
600 lb. capacity. Great item built to aid in 
preparing & fabricating your materials. Made 
of 16mm 6GA steel gauge. Also available in 
freestanding.
84" L x 24" W x 43" H  

Model HDT84M

$81100

Heavy Duty Shop Cart
4,000 lb. capacity. For use in your shop and/
or warehouse. Other sizes available.

54” L x 38” W x 62” H  

Model HDSC-48

$71500

Six Wheeled Fabrication Cart
3,200lb capacity. Move anything from full 
slabs to countertops with an efficient 360 
degree turning radius.
48” L x 47” W x 28” H  

Model FC-48

$57000

Bundle Rack
6,000 lbs. per opening. Store bundles or 
slabs in your warehouse or shop with is 
well designed rack! Post options: 40” for 
storing small fabricated parts. 60” for storing 
standard size slabs and for storing oversized 
size slabs.
Package 4-W60

$63000

800.991.2120 Groves.com



PACIFIC
FLOORCARE

Paci�c Floorcare designs and manufactures commercial 
�oor maintenance equipment that are Purpose Built in the 
USA tools for cleaning professionals. They provide auto-
matic �oor scrubbers, �oor machines, burnishes, carpet 
extractors and vacuums for building service contractors in 
retail, education, healthcare and industrial applications.

VACUUM EDGER

FLOOR
MACHINE BURNISHER

WAV-26 WAV-30

Paci�c Floorcare upright vacuum is the most advanced 
machine in the industry. With this vacuum, you’d be 
equipped with latest features and speci�cations, including 
unique standard tool, extended life with dual motor protec-
tion, and larger bag capacity than competitive vacuums.

There are not many tools more �exible than the Paci�c 
Floorcare FM-ME �oor machine and mini-edger unit – plus, it 
delivers industrial performance. The mini-edger truly 
transfers many of your manual detail cleaning activities into 
an automated cleaning tool.

With this heritage and experience as its foundation, Paci�c's 
new line up also brings new ingenuities to the industry's 
most essential tool including the Industry's �rst safe start 
indicator, rugged construction with heavy-duty 1.5 hp 
motor and 10-year base warranty, and a noise level of less 
than 58 dBa.

If you are in charge of a high-gloss �oor, get a tool that will 
deliver the re�ective �nish everyone appreciates and 
expects. The all new B-1500 "�ts the bill" with 1,500 rpm 
delivering pad tip speeds over 7,850 ft/min, convenient and 
instant handle adjustment from the operator position, 
carbon brush wear indicators, and a rugged, long-life 
construction with a 10-year base warranty.

MODEL

DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

WAV-26

37” x 27” x 37”
CLEANING PATH 26”

WAV-30

53” x 31”x 46”
30”

67 LBS 89 LBS

MODEL

DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

FM-ME

50” x 6” x 40”
16 LBS

PAD DIAMETER 6.5”

MODEL

DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

B-1500

37” x 21” x 47”
79 LBS

PAD DIAMETER 20”

MODEL

MOTOR TYPE
DIMENSIONS

FM-17HD

AC
22” x 18” x 45”

WEIGHT 93 LBS

PAD DIAMETER 17”

FM-17DS

DC

77 LBS

17”

FM-20HD

AC

26” x 21” x 45”
98 LBS

20”
FM-20DS

DC

82 LBS

20”
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ORBITAL
SCRUBBER

S-20

S-28

S-20 S-24XM S-28 S-32

The Paci�c Floorcare’s scrubbers feature speci�cations and attributes you would �nd in the premium price ranges, but 
at a budget-friendly price. These machines o�er Batteryshield - the �rst integrated automatic wet battery protection 
system and optional wet battery protection system.

Paci�c Floorcare’s patented orbital scrubbing technology truly 
delineates itself with its chemical-free �nish removal capabili-
ties; delivering massive labor and material cost reductions and 
improved indoor air quality versus traditional stripping 
methods. The orbital scrubber not only maximize your e�orts 
by delivering best-in-class scrubbing horsepower and RPM, but 
also has the highest down pressure in its category, and is the 
only one protected by a comprehensive machine warranty and 
a 5-year/5,000 hour isolator warranty.

AUTO
SCRUBBER

MODEL

CLEANING PATH
BATTERY RUNTIME

S-20

20”

3 Hours

DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

50” x 21”x 43”

PAD SIZE 20”

S-24XM

24”

3.5 Hours

48” x 26” x 43”

12” x 2

S-28

28”

4.5 Hours

56” x 30” x 44”

14” x 2

S-32

32”

4 Hours

58” x 34” x 44”

380 LBS 410 LBS 660 LBS 665 LBS

16” x 2

MODEL

CLEANING PATH
BATTERY RUNTIME

S-20

20” 28”

4 Hours

DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

45” x 21” x 43”

PAD SIZE 20“ x 14”

S-28

5.5 Hours

52” x 28” x 44”

28” x 14”

410 LBS 665 LBS
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Pullman 
Ermator

Pullman Ermator is the world’s 
leading innovator in the design 
and manufacture of HEPA vacu-
ums and air scrubbers that 
dramatically improve worker 
health and safety.

DRY
CANISTER 
VACUUM 

Pre-
Separator

390CV Dry Canister Vacuum

4-Gallon, dry only canister style vacuum 
with low pro�le providing greater mobility 
and stability. Excellent for cleaning com-
mercial buildings and o�ces with the 
power and performance only available 
from a canister vacuum. Quiet two-stage 
1.5HP long-life motor with foot activated 
on/o� switch. Durable stainless steel tank 
with convenient on-board tools and 
power cord storage. Four-gallon dispos-
able paper �lter bag. Electric power head 
receptacle, 25-foot power cord.

C3000 Pre-Separator

When your dust extractor is prematurely 
clogging due to large quantities of material, 
consider the model C3000 pre-separator. It 
captures 90% of the material before it reaches 
the dust extractor, keeping your dust extractor 
�lters clean and extending your grinding 
operation longer without interruption. 
Equipped with Longopac® for dust free 
containment and disposal.
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RTC
PRODUCT

RTC Products prides itself in bringing you the newest and 
most innovative tools for the Tile and Stone Industry. With 
a line up including top of the line Razor tile cutters, the T3 
Razor Blade, and Porcelain Pro Bits, you are sure to �nd the 
highest quality products available in the marketplace 
today!

SIGMA
TILE CUTTER

PORCELAIN
BLADE

TILE
SPACER

The Sigma -45 to 45 degree Locking Angle Mechanism allows you to lay 
diagonal pattern tiles nearly as fast as you would lay down a square tile 
layout. A snap tile cutter saves plenty of time on the job site when 
compared to the typical wet tile saw. Although wet tile saws have their 
distinct place in your overall arsenal of tiling tools. The lightweight snap 
cutter should be the tool of choice when it comes to all your straight cuts 
while the tile saw handles all your di�cult, cutouts, and curve cuts.

The RTC Products Porcelain Razor Diamond Blade will o�er faster cutting 
and longer life on hard porcelain or granite tile, while maintaining a 
perfectly smooth, chip-free precision cut. The specially designed relief 
cuts help to keep the blade running at cooler temperatures. For even 
longer blade life, and prolonged peak performance, use the RTC Rockin 
Red Dressing Stone. This specially formatted grit sharpening stone is 
designed to not only sharpen but reactivate diamond cutting blades. True 
Blue will make a believer out of you!

RTC Products Tile Spacers are simply the best around! Using the same 
technology developed over 30 years ago for the European market, we are 
proud to announce we have brought them stateside. X and T style tile 
spacers are more rigid and also longer than typical tile spacers, to help 
ensure the perfect 90-degree angles. They’re also intended to be left-in 
and grouted over. Horseshoe style design allows the professional to lift 
both corners and align the joints. They are simple to insert, simple to 
remove, color coded for easy size recognition, and are also reusable. 
Available in retail jars and also bulk boxes of 1000.

MODEL

ANGLE

PULL TILE
SIZE 14”, 18”, 26”, 36”

PULL

Between -45° to + 45°
14”, 16”, 18”

MAX

26”, 28”, 36”, 49”, 60”

MODEL

ARBOR
RIM HEIGHT

DB4RAZ

5/8” & 7/8”

RIM TYPE
KERF 0.06”

SIZE 4”

DB45RAZ

5/8”
4.5”

DB7RAZ

5/8” or 1” 5/8” or 1” 5/8” or 1”
8mm

Contiuous Rim

7”

DB8RAZ

8”

DB10RAZ

10”

DB12RAZ

1”
12”

MODEL TILE SPACER

SIZE 1/16”, 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”
PACKAGE JAR, BOX

SHAPE X, T, HORSESHOE
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SPIN
DOCTOR

TROWEL

CORE
BIT

Achieving a �ush surface from one tile to another has never been easier. 
With the spin doctor lippage control system you can easily spin the leveling 
cap down to the tile surface in seconds. Other systems require tools, us of 
both hands and awkward repetitive motions which can cause user fatigue 
when installing large format tile. The spin doctor system uses a fast and 
precise free spin action that will accommodate most tile surfaces or 
thickness. 

RTC Trowels can be used on thick tile, thin tile, large format, and smaller 
formats as well. These trowels feature an ergonomic no slip rubber handle 
and come with variety sizes and shapes. 
They are designed for superior durability, as well as unmatched comfort. 
The cushioned grip features a wider handle-to-spine clearance, catering to 
a variety of hand positions. Trowel features an ergonomic no slip rubber 
handle, along with a super strong weld making it virtually unbreakable.

Diamond Turbo Hole Saw is used for dry or wet cutting into ceramic tile, 
porcelain, slate, granite, marble, terracotta, brick, and concrete countertops.

MODEL SPIN DOCTOR

SIZE 1/16”, 1/8”

STAINLESS

SQUARE 1/4”  x 1/4”, 1/2” x 1/2”, 1/4” x 3/8”

MARGIN

MODEL TRM52

BUCKET

SIZE 4”, 5”, 7”

TIGER EURO NOTCH

MODEL TRTIGER

U NOTCH 1/4” x 3/8”, 1/4” x 1/2”
V NOTCH 1/4” x 3/16”

MODEL

ARBOR
CUTTING DEPTH

HSDT

3/8”
2-1/4”

SAW DIAMETER 1” - 2-1/4”

SIZE 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-3/8”, 
1-1/2”, 1-3/4”, 2”, 2-1/4”, 2-1/2”
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RYE
CORP

RYE-Corp is an East Tennessee based 
company that designs and manufac-
tures equipment for the stone �eld. 
They produce top end bridge saws, 
bridge saw tables, radial arm polish-
ers, and tilt tables.

BRIDGE
SAW

HUSKY GANTRY BRIDGE SAW

RENEGADE BRIDGE SAW

PRISM MITER SAW

Husky Gantry Bridge Saw is ideal for cutting large materials and it 
performs precisely with high intensity laser. It includes wireless 
operation remote controls which can adjust 2 speed and 3 axis, 
motor stop or start, and etc. Also it has convenient control panel with 
amperage gauge and digital readout. This bridge saw’s table can be 
rotated as your needs. It can use blades which is up to 18”, but we 
recommend 16” to use.

The Renegade Saw is economical, straight forward, and made in the 
USA. Designed by fabricators and saw installers, this saw utilizes 
standard “O� the shelf” parts that can be readily purchased for quick 
repair if it should ever wear out. Fabricators know that when your saw 
goes down, your whole shop goes down. With today’s blade technol-
ogy, the need for 15hp motors is no longer requires. This is a full slab 
saw with an 11.4 x 11.4 cutting envelope. The table is a rotating 
hydraulic tilting table made for ease a slab loading and maneuvering. 
It is aloes designed so that pouring a concrete surface on the table is 
easily formed.

Rye Corp Prism Miter Saw is designed to make 45 degree miter cuts 
for granite, marble, engineered stone, quartz, quartzite stone counter 
tops up to 4 CM thick with head adjustment from 42 to 48 degrees. 
Workable cutting length of 12 ft. using liner recirculating ball bearing. 
Variable speed drive and powerful 10hp saw motor with amp 
gauge.11 adjustable pneumatic hold down cylinders to secure 
workpiece during cutting. Innovative “Air Float” system �oats the 
workpiece during positioning. Automatic water on/o� when saw 
motor runs. Table made from 1⁄4” thick steel plate with sides broke for 
insured uniformed straight surface. Optional variable speed blade.

MODEL

POWER

BLADE

24SE4020

220 V, 3 PHASE
LENGTH OF CUT 136”

Up to 18”
TABLE SIZE

DIMENSION
6’  x 10’

16’ x 14’ x 9’
WEIGHT 10000 LBS

MOTOR 20 HP VEM

MODEL

POWER

RCPMS

208 - 240 V, 3 PHASE
BLADE 14” - 16”

MOTOR 10 HP

www.diamondtoolstore.com
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TILT
TABLE

FAB
KING

The Rye Corp Bridge Saw Table is a hydraulic table that moves, 
tilts, and turns the stone.  The fabrication table is used in conjunc-
tion with a bridge saw.  The work table gets installed into the �oor 
of the fabrication shop and can make cutting any slab a simple 
process. Base constructed from steel tubing with 3/8" wall thick-
ness. One Year Warranty. 

Rye-Corp Tilt-A-Slab Table allows for one man operation to lay a 
heavy stone slab down for e�ective stone fabrication or when 
cutting the slab with a rail saw. It is a professional full slab Tilt 
Table that takes the stress out of slab handling and provides a 
good table surface for production cutting. It is made to last, 
engineered from industrial quality steel and constructed to be 
safe. This table is made for craftsmen serious about stone fabrica-
tion.

The Fab King Fabrication Center is an all in one piece of fabrication 
equipment. The Fab King combines a stone router, polisher, and 
sink cut out machine into one. The Fab King facilitates cutting 
stone surfaces using pre-made templates which allows users to 
replicate certain designs with increased speed and accuracy. Also 
it allows pro�le edges with standard stone router bits. Edge 
pro�ling is quick and easy with no threat of scratching the surface. 
Other features of the machine include surface polishing and 
honing, and back-splash polishing. Full 1 year manufacturer's 
warranty.

MODEL

DIMENSION

RCB5000

72” x 120” x 32”
WEIGHT 5000 LBS

POWER 220 V, 3 PHASE

MODEL TT

POWER MANUAL
TABLE SIZE 6’ x 10’

MODEL RWC-02

POWER 220 V, 1 PHASE
DIMENSION 114” x 30” x 8”

BRIDGE SAW TABLE

TILT A SLAB TABLE
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SAW
MASTER

SawMaster’s unique, innovative ideas 
and patented technologies make our 
products stand out above the compe-
tition, providing you with the tools 
you need to get the job done quickly, 
e�ectively, and �awlessly.

WET
BLADE

TILE
SAW

MASONRY
SAW

STONE
SAW

CORE
BIT

The PSA Series Segmented Blades are designed for high speed handheld 
saws and walk-behind saws that cut green concrete and asphalt. To protect 
against segment loss and excessive wear on the steel core, these blades are 
out�tted with undercut protection.

SDT-1000P provides professional tile installers with every 
means to get the job done quickly and e�ciently. It is 
equipped with an upgraded stainless steel water tray to 
better endure the rigors of contractor work.

Spanning 55" in length, SDT-25EX stone saw is small 
enough to �t in conventional pickup trucks, while still 
being able to cut tiles up to 36" straight and 25" diago-
nally. This wet stone saw provides built-in support for 
miter cuts and excellent vertical clearance for deep 
plunge cuts.

The largest masonry saws, the SDT-375 is designed to 
tackle large building stones as much as 14-1/2" thick and 
39" in length with 35” blade. Due to its monstrous size, the 
unit is equipped with large wheels to make transportation 
as easy as possible. 

The PCB Series Tile/Stone Professional Series Core Bits are 
suitable for countertop, wall tile and �oor tile drillings. As 
such, they are available in a wide range of sizes and can 
be out�tted on hand held drills, angle grinders, and drill 
stands.

MODEL

ARBOR
RIM HEIGHT

PSA

1”
6.5mm

WIDTH
USE

0.125”
Green Concrete, Asphalt

SIZE 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”

MODEL

BLADE
BLADE ARBOR

SDT-1000P

6” - 10”
5/8”

SPEED
CUTTING DEPTH

3200 RPM
3.5”

MOTOR 2 HP, 115 V, 60 Hz

MODEL

BLADE
BLADE ARBOR

SDT-375

35”
60mm

SPEED
CUTTING DEPTH

1070 RPM
14.5”

MOTOR 10 HP, 230V, 60Hz

MODEL

THREAD ARBOR
RIM HEIGHT

PCB

5/8” - 11 NC
8mm

LENGTH 3”

SIZE 1/2”, 3/4”, 5/8”, 7/8”, 1”, 1-1/8”, 
1-1/4”, 1-3/8”, 1-1/2”, 1-3/4”, 2”

MODEL

BLADE
BLADE ARBOR

SDT-25EX

10”
5/8”

SPEED
CUTTING DEPTH

3450 RPM
2-5/8”

USE Stone, Brick, Porcelain Tile

MOTOR 1.5 HP, 115 V, 60 Hz
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STONE PRO
With Stone Pro’s years of hands-on 

experience and technical 
know-how, Stone Pro's  stone care 

products gives you everything you 
need to protect, maintain and 

preserve the your natural stone. 

CLEANER

FLOOR
PAD

MARBLE
POLISH

FLOOR
MACHINE DENSIFIER

Stone Pro’s heavy-duty natural stone polishing machine can 
be rugged all-metal construction. 1.5 HP D/C RECTIFIED 
motor with large triple planetary gearing for additional 
torque. Low Run/Start amperage. High quality gear box. 
* Water Tank is not included

Revolution Resin DOT pads are great for polishing stone, 
concrete and terrazzo. Easily mounts under your existing 
cleaning/polishing equipment; no new investments neces-
sary. Can be used with conventional swing machines, auto- 
scrubbers and electrical or propane burnishes for grinding 
and polishing of natural stone and terrazzo. High quality 
beveled resin diamond pucks for restoration polishing 
�oors. DOT pads deliver a �at cut which delivers the sharp-
est clarity and shine. 

EMP Easy Marble Polish excellent for polishing and restoring 
marble and travertine - works on �oors, countertops, and 
walls. Stone Pro's EMP stands for Easy Marble Polish.  Excel-
lent for polishing marble, travertine, all calcite based stone, 
and terrazzo.  This is great for cleaning marble, marble 
polishing, and marble restoration. Can be used on �oors, 
countertops and walls.  For use with hogs hair pads.

Stone Scrub is a unique non-acidic, non-toxic compound that safely removes hard 
water and mineral deposits from stone and glass surfaces. Stone Scrub combines 
organic cleaning agents and a very soft abrasive to gently remover hard water 
deposits, soap scum and grime from polished stone and glass without harming or 
scratching the surface. Excellent for granite countertops, travertine showers, glass 
shower doors and glass shower enclosures. Will not harm faucets, �xtures or metal 
framing. Non-toxic and environmentally friendly. Free of any scents, perfumes or 
dyes. Can be used by hand or with a low speed bu�ng machine.

Densi�er L reacts with the concrete at the molecular level 
and work to �ll concrete’s natural pores, making the surface 
denser. Increase surface resistance to oil and water spills, 
and helps reduce dusting. It is UV stable so can be used on 
both interior and exterior. 

MODEL P-EMP

SIZE 1 LB, 3 LBS, 50 LBS

MODEL P-EMP
SIZE 1 LB, 3 LBS, 50 LBS
GRIT 50, 120, 220, 400, 800, 1800, 3000, 8500

MODEL C-SS16

SIZE 1 PINT, 1 QUART

MODEL M-17HDDC

PAD SIZE 17”
SPEED 175 RPM

MOTOR 1.5 HP

MODEL SKD

SIZE 1, 5, 55 Gallons
pH 11

COVERAGE 500 - 1000 ft³
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Granite Countertop Polish for leaving a deep shine and 
bringing out the natural color of stone

Pro Shine is a granite polishing powder that contains 
abrasives and chemicals that react with the granite 
surface to create a deep shine and bring out the natual 
color and beauty of granite.

Sto Pro Pro Shine Granite Counterop Polish minimizes 
light surface scratching and adds �nal luster to 
polished granite.

Rev Diamond Resin Polishing Pads

REV Diamond Polishing Pads are an environ-
mentally friendly system for restoration of 
natural stone. Our patented technology delivers 
the best results and ensures consistent perfor-
mance. Long-lasting results are easy to achieve, 
cost e�cient and environmentally friendly. REV 
pads are CHEMICAL-FREE solution – JUST ADD 
WATER!

REV 
POLISHING

 PADS

POROUS
 PRO

REV 
POLISHING

 PADS

Impregnator Features:

Description:  one of a kind solvent-based, V.O.C. compliant 
impregnating sealer, that penetrates grout, stone and 
masonry surfaces to protect against water and oil staining 
while allowing substrate for proper breathability.long 
lasting, non yellowing. Wont alter the surface appearance. 
Will not alter proper cure time on new grout.
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TWISTER

Twister pads present a 
revolutionary method for 
everyday machine clean-

ing of any type of �oor 
completely without 

chemicals.

PAD
PACKAGE

RECTANGLE
PAD

EXTREME
RED
PAD

PINK
PAD

Twister is a revolutionary cleaning system consisting of �oor 
pads containing billions of microscopic diamonds which 
clean and polish the �oor mechanically instead of using 
chemicals. Twister can be used on most common �oor 
surfaces such as terrazzo, natural stone, concrete, vinyl, and 
epoxy. Twister transforms dull, worn �oors into clean, glossy, 
and brightly polished �oors. Twister has unique advantages 
that bene�t both cleaning company and the �oor owner.

Twister Rectangle Pads will e�ectively remove scratches and 
stains from all �oor surfaces such as stone and concrete.
Red (400 grit): Matte surface prepared for the subsequent 
Twister steps.
White (800 grit): Silky matte, cleaned and well prepared 
surface for the subsequent Twister steps
Yellow (1500 grit): High gloss surface. Excellent for medium 
restoration.
Green (3000 grit): High gloss surface. Excellent for 
high-speed polishing.

Twister Extreme Red Pad is designed for light honing and 
removing scratches or stain on �oor surface. This pad 
contained high diamond content and these diamonds 
make high performance. Not only removing stain or 
polishing �oor, but also light honing. It cuts like a 200 grit 
and leaves the �oor like a 400 grit. Various pad sizes are 
available. 

Twister Pink is a multi-grit blend, high diamond concentra-
tion, big performance polishing pad for uncoated �oors with 
an extra demand for high gloss in high tra�c areas. It 
completes the High Tra�c family of Twister �oor cleaning 
pads – as of today consisting of Twister Pink, Twister Blue 
and Twister Orange. This product family presents the 
ultimate chemical free solution for �oor cleaning in 
demanding environments. The products delivers exception-
al results on all uncoated �oors and restores the cleanliness 
and shine that is lost throughout the day – whether the wear 
comes from high tra�c in a retail environment or from 
forklift tra�c on an industrial �oor.

MODEL

GRIT 400, 800, 1500, 3000
SIZE 17”, 20”

MODEL

SIZE 10”, 13”, 15”, 16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”, 24”, 27”

MODEL

SIZE 10”, 11”, 12”, 13”, 15”, 16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”, 24”, 27”

MODEL

ARBOR 400, 800, 1500, 3000
SIZE 12” x 18”, 14” x 20”, 14” x 28”, 14” x 32”
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TENAX Based in Italy, Tenax creates products for the natural 
and engineered stone industries. Diamond Tool 
Store is proud to o�er Stone adhesives, color 
enhancers, and epoxy systems to our customers. 

STONE
GLUE

SEALER

STONE
GLUE

Tenax stone adhesive from Italy are our bestselling stone adhesive for 
granite, marble, and other stone types. These stone adhesives come 
in clear, white, bu� and solid or transparent.  Tena Stone Glue is a 
granite epoxy trusted in the industry by fabricators all over the 
country. 

Quartz Color Match knife grade glue is a high quality polyester mastic 
adhesive used to vertically and horizontally repair, rebuild, glue, and 
�ll quartz stone as well as granites and marbles. Quartz Color Match 
knife grade will cure shiny and is polishable. Quartz Color Match is 
recommended for interior use and not suitable for temperatures 
below 32°.

Tenax Ager Sealer is a resin based color enhancing stone sealer like 
no other. It brings out a fuller richer color on the stone, while hiding 
small scratches. It does not polish stone, but gives it the "wet" look, a 
great way to cheat when you are polishing hard to reach spots. It is 
generally applied to sanded or smoothed surfaces to give a wet look. 
It can also be applied to polished surfaces color enhancer. Apply to 
marble, granite and stone of all types. Suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use. The Ager will enhance and deepen the color of the 
stone. Once it dries, it will give your stone total protection against 
stains!

MODEL

TYPE
COLOR

PRSG

Flowing, Solid
Transparent, White, Bu�

SIZE 1 Quart, 1 Gallon, 4.5 Gallons

MODEL

TACKY FREE TIME AT 77°
WORKING TIME AT 77°

1SQOW

25 - 30 min
60 - 80 min

TEMP RANGE AFTER HARDENING 32° - 230°

GEL TIME AT 77° 4 - 5 min

MODEL

WATER REPELLENT EFFECT
COVER

COL-ENH

within 24 hours
160 - 180 ft³

DRYING TIME 60 min

www.diamondtoolstore.com
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PREMIUM
WAX

EPOXY

CRYSTALIZER

Tenax Rivo 15 A & B is a two part knife grade epoxy designed for all 
types of stone. Rivo is one of the strongest epoxies in the stone 
industry. It will bond to almost any surface. Tenax Rivo 15 is designed 
for permanent application. The stone will break before the bond will. 
Suitable for temperatures below 32° as well as extreme heat. Recom-
mended for both interior and exterior applications. Material must be 
dry before application. Straw in color. VOC Compliant. Keep the 
containers closed after use. Keep away from heat, humidity and sun 
light. This product will last 2 years under normal conditions between 
65° and 77°.

Crystal is free �owing and will cure shiny, is very polishable and 
colors easily to match granite and other stones. It is perfectly suited 
for any application where the adhesive or seem/joint must be 
hidden. It cures fast and bonds extremely strong. Cures in lower 
temperature. Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. Recommend-
ed for interior use. UV resistant.

PREMIUM GRADE WAX -Tewax is used to increase the polishing e�ect 
on onyxes, marble, natural stones, granite, agglomerates, and 
terrazzo.  Also it is used to brighten up a lost polish.  The application 
may increase the polish from 5-6 to 15-16 points of gloss. This 
product is completely without solvents which contains trichloroeth-
ylene that may cause dangerous irreversible e�ects to humans. It is a 
result of special waxes melted through solvents that allow a high 
penetration level on treated material leading to a long-lasting e�ect.

MODEL

TACKY FREE TIME AT 77°
WORKING TIME AT 77°

1CMA00BG60

20 - 25 min
50 - 60 min

TEMP RANGE AFTER HARDENING 32° - 230°

GEL TIME AT 77° 5 - 6 min

MODEL 1MCA00BG50

COVER 215 - 323 ft³
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Villo 
Whatever the cleaning task, we 
have the solution. Villo Environ-
mental Protection INDUSTRIAL 
SOLUTION Industrial Solution 
Cleaning is our job as well as 
our.

PRE SINGLE 
PHASE 
CONCRETE
VACUUM

PRE
SEPERATOR
CYCLONE 

Pre-Seperator Cyclone VFG to work with a 
Dust Extractor for high e�ciency dust 
collecting when grinding concrete

Application:

In order to avoid the �lter getting blocked, this 
VFG-450 CY cyclone separator can work with 
the industrial vacuum cleaner. It can guarantee 
the high �lter e�ciency and extend the 
working time of the vacuum cleaner and the 
use life of the �lter unit.

2 Motors Self-Cleaning Industrial Vacuum Cleaner 

VFG-2SA Vacuum cleaner is special designed for the 
�oor grinding and polishing industry. With the 
characteristic as below:
• Strong suction, two-stage �lter unit, stable and 
reliable, space saving, �exible mobility and easy 
operation.
• Suitable for the work site that requires single phase 
and adjustable air �ow or continuous working, has 
large amount of �ne dust particle.
• Applied to grinding �eld, small polishing or grinding 
machines (Email us for the matching list), shot 
blasting �eld, etc.
• 2pcs motors installed, and they will be controlled 
independently.
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VMC

VMC Technical Assistance 
Corp. has provided the 
polished concrete, and 

natural stone industries 
with bullet proof training 
and quality performance 

POLISHING
POWDER CRYSTATLIZER

STONE
&

TILE
CLEANER

GROUT
CLEANER

VMC 5X Marble Polishing Powder is used for polishing 
countertops and �oor surfaces such as marble, travertine, 
and terrazzo. The polishing powder, which is the highest 
quality formulation, is used as a �nal step in achieving the 
high re�ectivity �nish that is seen on polished marble tiles 
and slabs. It can remove light scratches and etch marks, and 
�nally provide mirror-like results. Used with water and a 
bu�ng pad.

VMC V-2 Marble Crystallization is a chemical used to polish 
marble �oors. V-2 is a vili�cation pink liquid can be applied 
for general purpose on marble and other types of �ooring. 
Recommended for polishing marble �oors with a light 
colored materials, worn areas, and maintenance. It is easy to 
use and requires mush less time as compared to traditional 
strip or wax methods. Not only it greatly reduces the need 
for restoration, but also it helps to extend life of polished 
stones

VMC AW-70 is an acidic grout cleaner with low foam and 
concentrated formula. It is ideal for using on granite, 
ceramic, porcelain, quarry tile, and brick. NOT for use on 
marble, travertine, limestone or concrete.

VMC 30 is an organic non-�ammable detergent specially 
formulated for the deep cleaning of marble, granite and 
other natural and engineered stone surfaces. VMC 30 is 
composed of penetrating agents that literally lift the dirt 
from porous surfaces without harming polished �nishes, 
while adding conditioning agents to keep the stone surface 
looking new.

MODEL 5X POWDER

SIZE 5 LBS, 25 LBS

MODEL V-2

SIZE 1.5 Gallon

MODEL AW-70

SIZE 1 Quart, 1 Gallon
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WEHA
Weha is a worldwide distributor of premium product lines 
such as material handling, transport, frames, lifters, 
diamond tools, etc. Weha USA will stock items that is most 
used in the US. Weha will continue to listen to the US 
market, review products, and manufacture items speci�-
cally for US fabricators.

SCISSOR
LIFTER

FORKLIFT
BOOM

Weha R400 Twin Scissor Lifter is a very manageable Scissor lifter slab 
grab with small dimensions and galvanized surface. It can be used with 
Forklift boom, jib crane, overhead crane with load capacity of 1764lbs. 
Weha R400 Twin Scissor lifter can lift full slabs of natural and 
engineered stone: granite, marble, quartz, onyx, etc, without any 
problem. Jaws and other contact surfaces are completely rubber 
coated to prevent scratches and damage to the material. A return 
spring keeps it in the vertical position. Locking automatically (patented 
design).

Weha Adjustable Angle Telescopic Boom designed to act as a mobile 
crane with a max load capacity of 5515 pounds. It transfers your 
fork-lift truck into a mobile crane. With telescopic extensions, 4 times 
adjustable in height, suitable for loading work and transportation. 
Stabilizer. Completely hot galvanized. Universal, suitable for any 
fork-lift truck. More lifting possibilities through new hook positioning. 
A safety chain protects it from slipping o� the fork.

MODEL A15000

Load Capacity Horizontal:
Load Capacity Vertical:
Height With Power Tilt:
5 Suction Pads Each:
Length of Base Without Extension:
Length of Lifter with Extension Bar 
installed :
Weight: 

1500lbs
1500lbs
39”
12 1/2” x 22 1/2”
36”
94”
48”
203 lbs

MODEL

CLOSED HEIGHT
EXTENDED HEIGHT

R400

11”
15”

GRIP RANGE
RUBBER SIZE

0.8” - 3”
16” x 4”

WEIGHT 46 LBS

W.L.L. 1764 LBS

MODEL

MAX REACH
WEIGHT

8010608

15 FT
551 LBS

W.L.L. 5515 LBS

The Weha A1500 5 Pad Vacuum Lifter was the suggestion of a 
stone fabricator that was needing to do a lot of panels for a 
commercial job. He needed a single pad lifter to handle the 
smaller panels but also needed his slab lifter for full slabs, 
islands, and typical fab shop use. 
The result of making this lifter for him has created the most 
versatile multifunctional stone vacuum lifter on the market.

A1500
Vacuum 
Lifter
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A FRAME

FABRICATION
TABLE

BRIDGE SAW
BLADE

Weha granite fabrication work table has all the functions necessary for 
�nishing granite, marble, quartz, counter tops in granite, marble, 
quartz, quartzite, engineered stone, dekton, lapitec, and other ceramic 
and porcelain centered stone materials. The 2" wide fabrication work 
table has 4 locking swivel wheels for easy maneuvering in the shop. The 
inside support rails have an opening of 22" x 33" in the middle of the 
fabrication work table. This opening allows full cutting and polishing of 
sink bowls and vanities. Also, it comes in 8 pieces plus the 4 wheels. 
Assembly is fast and easy. Shipped broken down for cheaper shipping 
rates.

Weha White Lion Blade is one of the best diamond bridge saw blades to 
cut quartzite, granite, and engineered stone. It has a silent core ensur-
ing the diamond blade runs smooth and quite. The Segment is the 
Layered ARIX technology to give high diamond concentration and 
continuous diamond contact with the stone.

Weha Safety Yellow Granite and Stone A Frame Storage Rack Set with 
Crossbar are made to support granite, marble, engineered stone, 
quartz, quartzite, and all other sheet materials. It is painted safety 
yellow for high visibility for easy loading and unloading, as well as 
customer walk through. It has a wide 4.25" inside diameter C channel 
on the bottom so that a piece of 2 x 4 can be put into the channel if 
preferred. Also it is made to hold full bundles of both 2cm and 3cm 
materials on both sides of the A frame. It comes as a set of 2 plus cross 
bar and all hardware.

MODEL

BASE LENGTH

SPREAD AT TOP

137635

60”
BASE HEIGHT 59.5”

6-5/8”
MAX. STORAGE LENGTH

MAX. STRAGE HEIGHT
20.5”
87”

W.L.L. 12000 LBS

MODEL

INSIDE OPENING WIDTH
DIMENSION

134945

22” x 33”
25” x 39” x 78”

W.L.L. 882 LBS

MODEL WHITE LION BLADE

ARBOR
CUTTING DEPTH

60mm
3cm

SIZE 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”, 24”
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STONE
ADHESIVE

Wood & Stone products are water clear polyester based adhesives and �llers designed for use with natural 
stone, especially marble and limestone. They cure without yellowing and are clear and translucent. The clear 
polyester products are two-part adhesives that are water clear and easy to apply. Wood & Stone formulations 
are best suited for interior or exterior non-structural applications on natural or cast stone, especially white and 
lightly colored marble. Their water clear cure allows for the best color match with light colored marble. They 
may be used for consolidating or laminating slabs, mending or patching broken stones, and �lling porous or 
chipped stones. 

QUICK WATER CLEAR KNIFE GRADE QUICK WATER CLEAR FLOWING

Wood & Stone Quick Water Clear Flowing is a faster set 
version, o�ering a quicker tack-free time. 

Wood & Stone Quick Water Clear Knife Grade Polyester is a 
translucent, high viscosity paste that is very thixotropic, UV 
stable, and non-yellowing.

www.diamondtoolstore.com

WOOD
&

STONE
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CHANNEL
LIFTER

CLADDING
LIFTER

FLEX FLAT
LIFTER

QUADRA TILT
LIFTER

MANUAL
LIFTER

VERTICAL
LIFTER

MODEL

EDITION
POWER

CHANNEL LIFTER

Premium, Original
DC, AC, Air Powered

W.L.L. 700, 1400 LBS

MODEL

PAD
OPTION

CHANNEL LIFTER

VPFS1, VPFS10T
Intelli-Grip Technology

W.L.L. 600 - 700 LBS

MODEL

POWER

MANUAL LIFTER

DC, AC, Air Powered

W.L.L. 50, 150, 300, 500, 600,
750, 900, 1200, 1500 LBS

MODEL

POWER

VERTICAL LIFTER

DC, AC, Air Powered

W.L.L. 300, 700, 750, 1000, 
1800, 2100 LBS

MODEL

PAD NUMBER

QUADRA TILT LIFTER

2, 6, 8
W.L.L. 300, 360, 1400 LBS

OPTION Sliding Arms, Extended Pad

MODEL

POWER

FLEX FLAT LIFTER

DC, AC, Air Powered
W.L.L. 600, 900, 1200, 1500 LBS

www.diamondtoolstore.com

WOOD’S
POWR-GRIP

Woods Powr-Grip o�er a full line of 
hand-held vacuum cups, 

below-the-hook vacuum lifters and 
vacuum mounting cups that make 

materials handling and equipment 
mounting easier. 
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EARLY ENTRY
BLADE

CONTINUOUS
RIM

BLADE

BRIDGE SAW
BLADE

Zenesis Diamond Blade for dry or wet cutting of green concrete

Equipment : Soft-Cut* Saw
Application : Very Hard Aggregate, Flint, Chert
DRY / WET

The Zenesis Tile Blade is a continuous rim blade used for cutting tile 
and porcelain. This tile blade can be used on not only engineered stone 
but also granite, porcelain tile, and hard materials. It can be used wet or 
dry for 4”, 4.5”, 5”, and 6”; all other sizes can be used wet. It is designed 
for clean and fast cuts, unique slots design for cool and chip free cuts.

Zenesis General Purpose Blade is a diamond blade made in Korea. The 
masonry blade is used for cutting asphalt, brick, block, concrete, and 
other hard materials in the construction �eld. The masonry blade is 
mostly used for general purpose construction and concrete. 

MODEL

ARBOR
SEG. HEIGHT

ZSM30S12N

1-20mm, 1”
12mm

EQUIPMENT
USE

High Speed Saw, Table Saw, Low HP Walk Behind
General Purpose, Cured Concrete, Masonry

SIZE 12”, 14”, 16”, 24”

MODEL

ARBOR
MAX. SPEED

ZLPS10P

7/8-20mm-5/8, 1-5/8, 60/50mm
5400 - 15300 RPM

USE Tile, Porcelain, Granite, Engineered Stone

SIZE 4”, 4.5”, 5”, 6”, 7”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”

MODEL

ARBOR
SEG. HEIGHT

COLOR

ZSRX10UT

Ninza
10mm

USE Very Hard 
Aggregate, 
Flint, Chert

Medium - 
Hard Chert, 

Traprock

Medium 
Traprock, 

Quartz

Soft Granite, 
Limestone

SIZE 5”, 5.5”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 13-3/8”, 14”

ZSRX20UT ZSRX30UT ZSRX50UT

Purple Green Orange Yellow

ZENESIS
Zenesis is a platform technology that 
brings to life dramatic improvement in 
diamond tool performance by its ability 
to custom design and mass produce 
optimal patterns of diamonds based on 
application needs.

www.diamondtoolstore.com
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BRIDGE SAW
BLADE

RING SAW
BLADE

BARRIER 
LIFTER

Zenesis blade technology improves the life of your bridge saw blades 
considerably. Their custom arrangement of diamonds on the blade 
edge increases cutting speed and longevity of your diamond bridge 
saw blades. With this cost-e�ective diamond blade, you can extend the 
return-on-investment you make in your diamond tools.  Conventional 
diamond blades use random distribution of the diamonds, which leads 
to inconsistencies in performance and longevity. Opting for Zenesis 
diamond blades means that you can expect faster cutting speeds and 
higher durability while cutting through even di�cult granite.

Ring Saw Blade for cutting concrete, brick, block, paver, and general 
purpose

Zenesis Technology diamond core drill bits are used for wet drilling of 
concrete and rebar. The concrete core drill bit has an exclusive "pattern" 
technology for maximum performance! Core Bits for faster drilling of 
cured concrete, with medium to heavy rebar. Made in Korea.

MODEL

BARREL LENGTH

ZOE10UT

14”

SIZE 2”, 2.5”, 3”, 3.5”, 4”, 4.25”, 4.5”, 
5”, 6”, 6.5”, 7”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”

MODEL

ARBOR

QSG20V18T

60/50mm
SIZE 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”

MODEL

ARBOR
EQUIPMENT

ZSM30U

1", 20mm
Hand Held Saw, Walk Behind Saw Low HP

USE Block, Brick, Concrete, General Purpose, Paver

SIZE 14”
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*Completely Interchangeable Diamonds*

 • Super Long Life
  • Compatible with all Grinding Machines
  • Rubber Lining for Less Vibration 
  • Completely interchangeable diamonds to work on any machine
  • Better Scratch Pattern 
 • One set of diamonds can be used on multiple machines

We Hit Our Target With These Brand New Bullseye Grinding Segments

Segments Attach to Multiple Adaptors Creating a 
Universal Application 

One Set of Diamonds Can be Used On Multiple 
Machines. 
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https://www.diamondtoolstore.com/new-brands/

New Brands

With new brands added regularly, it is hard to keep our catalog up to date. Thankfully, we have 
added a convenient QR code below so you will never miss out on the latest additions to the 

Diamond Tool Store product catalog!
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1335 Old Okeechobee Suite #100
West Palm Beach FL, 33401 

Euroasia@diamondtoolstore.com
1-800-342-3876


